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Good-byes are always difficult for me, but the time has come. This will be 
the last issue ofTHE NORTHERN ENGINEER that I will publish. I will 

be leaving the University ofAlaska Fairbanks at the end ofDecember I992. 

As we told you in the Summer/Falll991 TNE issue, TNE is in a transitional 

phase, exactly what will emerge is, as yet, unknown. For me, THE 
NORTHERN ENGINEER has been both a pleasure and a challenge; I greatly 

' 
enjoyed each success, but have also been frustrated by any number of "brick 
walls." This has been a true learning experience but I am looking forward to 
moving on to new challenges, opportunities and experiences. 

From this time forward, any comments or questions regarding this publication 
should be addressed to Dr. Frank .Williams, Dean of the School of 
Engineering, 539 Duckering Building, University of Alaska Fairbanks, 

Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-0660. All decisions to be made about this 
publication will be made by Dr. Williams. 

I would like to take this final opportunity to thank all the authors, reviewers 
and advisors who have contributed to this publication during my tenure. It is 

to your credit that we have produced a magazine ofsuch very high quality. In 
particular, I would like to express my appreciation to Dr. Vincent S. Haneman, 

retired Dean of the School of Engineering, Dr. John P. Zarling, Associate 
Dean ofthe School ofEngineering, and Mrs. Cynthia M. Owen, TNE co-editor, 
without your championship and hard work we would not have succeeded. 

To the subscribers, from Maine to Moscow, I wish all the best. This is your 

publication, you are the reason it exists. Thank you for your patronage. 

Stephanie Brower 

TNE Program Manager 
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Reflections on Arctic Road Construction 
by 


Nils L Johansen, P.E. 


In a year when we are celebrating the Golden Anniversary of conditions and anticipated axle loads. The system is quite effec

the Alaska Highway and with road construction all around the tive, if the permafrost is not allowed to melt under the roadway. 

campus of the University of Alaska Fairbanks, there is time to The insulation keeps the subsoil frozen, providing the ryad with 

reflect on the progress of road building in the North. a solid foundation. The same method is used in the contiguous 

Any kind of development in the Arctic or Subarctic, or United States, but here the insulation keeps the soil warm under 

anywhere else for that matter, must include some sort of trans the road so ice lens development and consequent spring breakup 

portation system whether it is a silk road to the Orient or problems are greatly reduced. 

riverboat traffic in support of gold This leaves a gap in geography: 

mining in Alaska. the region of discontinuous and spo

Road construction in the North radic permafrost, the subarctic. Fair

has had special problems. Not only banks, Alaska is in the heart of this

W hen frozen ice-rich silt was 
does the annual spring breakup cause sub arctic region. In this area of dis

allowed to thaw, it would problems, but there is also the peren continuous permafrost, the perma

nially frozen ground, permafrost, to change into what was described as frost is quite warm, just a degree or 

contend with. Permafrost was both a less below freezing in many cases. A bulls liver silt. When disturbed by 
help and hindrance to the early placer minor surface disturbance may melt a 

shaking, things like cars or people miners. The presence of frozen significant amount of the often ice

ground made drift mining of frozen would sink. And when rendered rich permafrost, giving rise to "bulls 

placer deposits possible, but in some liver silt" as discussed earlier. stationary, the occupants would 
areas surface disturbances would turn A current road construction pro

present an inviting target for the foundations for access roads or rail ject through ice rich permafrost near 

roads into bottomless bogs. ever-present mosquito. the University of Alaska Fairbanks is 

When the Alcan Highway was utilizing a method which replaces the 

constructed during the Second World frozen soil. The permafrost zone is 

War, lessons of permafrost engineering were learned the hard excavated, lined with plastic, and then backfilled with gravel to 

way. When frozen ice-rich silt was allowed to thaw, it would build up the road bed. The design gives every indication of 

change into what was described as ''bulls liver silt." When providing a solid foundation for a road that has had a history of 

disturbed by shaking, things like cars or people would sink. And distress caused by an unstable foundation. 

when rendered stationary, the occupants would present an invit However, there are alternatives to this method. In cases of 

ing target for the ever-present mosquito. soft soil conditions, the Norwegian Road Research Laboratory 

But permafrost engineering has progressed and today we are has developed a method of building roads out of plastic foam. 

capable of constructing roads that can handle heavy traffic The Norwegians discovered that the foam insulation did not 

throughout the North. Today's roads in Arctic regions have deform under normal traffic loads, so why not put in a three-foot 

layers of insulation incorporated into the the fill. The standard layer rather than three inches? They tried it and discovered a 

method for designing a road in the high Arctic consists of successful way to cross soft soil in the process. The weight of 

scalping or leveling the tundra, placing insulation on the ground the road was greatly reduced, but the pavement structure was 

topped by a layer of gravel which makes up the road bed. The still capable of tolerating the heavy axle loads encountered in 

thickness of the insulation and gravel depends upon climatic normal traffic. The thermal insulation obtained was just a fringe 
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benefit This construction method has proven to be effective; the ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Norwegians have been using it for over ten years. The method is 

not cheap, but it is often more cost effective than other alterna

tives for crossing soft soils. 
Arctic road construction has come a long way, and we have 

successfully met many challenges facing road builders. Let's 
hope that the next half century will see continued developments 

so that we can continue to appreciate the last frontier. 
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Icing Phenomena and Frost Formation 
by 

E.P. Lozowski 

This paper was originally presented as an invited paper to the Third 

International Symposium on Cold Regions Heat Transfer, June 1991, 

Fairbanks, Alaska. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to provide the reader with an overview 

of icing and frost. It is not comprehensive, but attempts to unify 

the investigation and modelling of the two phenomena, by using 

the concept of heat balance. While numerical models of these 

phenomena based on this approach have been reasonably suc

cessful in providing an understanding and predictive capability, 

there remain a number of outstanding unsolved problems which 

relate more to the mechanics mther than the thermodynamics of 

icing and frost 

NOMENCLATURE 

c constant 

specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure 

frost layer thickness 

saturation vapor pressure 

es over water 

convective heat tmnsfer coefficient 

thermal conductivity of frost 

icicle length 

specific latent heat of vaporization 

specific latent heat of freezing 

specific latent heat of sublimation 

airstream static pressure 

Prandtl number 

convective sensible heat flux 

supercooling sensible heat flux 

convective evapomtive heat flux 

freezing heat flux 

conductive heat flux 

6 

convective sublimative heat flux 

aerodynamic heat flux 

R icicle mdius 

R* recovery factor 

r relative humidity 

Sc Schmidt number 

St Stefan number 

time 

air tempemture 

icicle or frost surface tempemture 

plate tempemture 

v freestream airspeed 

icicle dendrite sheath wall thickness 

mtio of molecular weights of water vapor and dry air 

air density 

frost density 

ice density 

ICING PHENOMENA 

Several recent reviews of icing research (e.g., Lozowski, 

1988; Lozowski and Gayet, 1988; Lozowski and Gates, 1991; 

Zakrzewski and Lozowski, 1991a) preclude the necessity for a 

comprehensive overview of the problem at this time. Conse

quently, the philosophy of this overview will be to present a 

very brief introduction to the phenomenon of icing, followed by 

some illustrations of interesting aspects of the problem which 

the author hopes will serve as a stimulus for future research. A 

similar approach will be adopted for frost formation. 

The Nature of Icing 

Icing is simply the formation of ice on a structure under 

freezing conditions as a result of the delivery of liquid and/or 

solid water to its surface, usually in a finely dispersed form. 

Examples include icicles, hailstones, aircraft icing (both in the 

air and on the ground), transmission line icing (as a result of the 
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accumulation of supercooled fog, freezing rain, or wet snow), 

and marine icing, the chief source of which is collision gener

ated spray. 

The resulting accretions can be quite inhomogeneous and of 

complex shape. They may consist mostly of ice or ice with 

inclusions of air, water, or brine. The details of the accretion are 

determined by the nature of the air and droplet flow around the 

structure (and, of course, the associated heat transfer), by the 

physical processes which occur within the accretion itself (dis

tortion, adhesion and freezing of the impinging liquid and ice 

particles, surface or internal flow of unfrozen liquid), and by the 

motion of the structure (self-generated motion, wind-generated 

motion, and motion in response to the accumulation of ice). 

Icing may occur continuously or intermittently (as in marine 

icing), and it is inevitably a time-dependent process. In many 

instances there may be either a slow or fast external time scale, 

as well as one or more internal time scales. The slow external 

time scale is usually determined by slow changes in the environ

mental conditions (e.g., temperature, water content of the 

cloud), while the fast external time scale may be dictated by 

processes such as intermittent ship splashing, the tumbling of a 

hailstone, or the rotation of a helicopter blade. The principal 

internal time scale is determined by the time required for the 

accretion to reach equilibrium. This will be of the order of the 

internal conductive time scale. Another, usually slower, internal 

time scale is that associated with changes in the accretion's 

geometry (for example, gravitationally induced rotation of 

transmission lines under the asymmetric loading of an ice accre

tion). 

Because of the complexity of these processes, icing inevita

bly leads to interesting ice formations which are a challenge to 

both the scientist who wishes to understand them and to the 

engineer who has to do something about them. Snow cornices, 

lobes on hailstones, feathers on rime, horns on airfoils and 

icicles on ships are all examples of the convoluted shapes which 

ice formed in this way can adopt They present a computational 

challenge to the modeller and theoretician. The challenge to the 

engineer is of a somewhat different nature, occasioned by the 

fact that ice has a rather high adhesive and cohesive strength, 

and, of course, a high latent heat. 

The Physics of Icing -An mustration 

Perhaps half of the icing problem amounts to understanding 

how the finely dispersed liquid and solid arrive at the surface of 

the structure. Some of the difficulties with this part of the 

process may include the particle formation process itself (e.g., 

cloud formation, ship generated spray jet formation), the aero

dynamics of complex geometries, and the details of particle 

shapes, distributions, trajectories, impingement, distortion, and 

bouncing. To some extent these problems can be reduced to 

determining the airborne mass density of the solid or liquid 

cloud, and the local or overall collision/collection efficiency of 

the structure, the product of which determines the impinging 

mass flux. 

We will not dwell on this aspect of the problem here. Instead 

we will examine a simple yet relevant problem in which the 

manner and rate of delivery of liquid to the surface is already 

determined This is the problem of icicle formation (Chung and 

Lozowski, 1990). 

Poorly understood until recently (Makkonen, 1988; Walker, 

1988) and still withholding some of their secrets, icicles are an 

example of "little science." Icicle investigation doesn't require 

big budgets or fancy equipment. They are equally accessible to 

the "do-it-yourself' amateur and the professional scientist, yet 

their investigation may have an important payoff, inasmuch as 

icicles can contribute significantly to the ice load on ships and 

transmission lines (Makkonen and Fujii, 1990). 

The essential physics of icicle formation is perhaps obvious, 

but we will nevertheless summarize it briefly below. Melting 

ice or snow leads to the production of liquid at the freezing point 

near the root (top) of the icicle. As the liquid flows down the 

wall of the icicle, some of it freezes thereby giving rise to radial 

growth. This liquid skin will therefore be at a temperature close 

to the freezing point (although see the discussion of liquid films 

later). Processes which are not well understood, but may be 

related to surface tension, produce horizontal ribs along the 

icicle wall with a characteristic length scale of the order of 

1 centimeter (em). Any unfrozen liquid which reaches the tip 

(bottom) of the icicle forms a pendant drop which stays in place 

for several seconds while a hollow dendritic sheath grows into 

it. Once big enough, it falls, leaving the sheath behind and 

allowing the process to repeat itself. Thus, as can be readily 

confirmed experimentally, a growing icicle encloses a liquid 

core which extends several centimetres upward from the tip. 
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What governs the size of the pendant drop? A simple balance 
of weight and surface tension on a hemispherical pendant drop 
leads to a predicted falling drop radius of 3.8 millimeters (mm). 

Observations yield a mean falling drop radius of 2.5 mm. Al
though the discrepancy is substantial, it is clear that surface 

tension is the controlling factor. In view of this, one might 
wonder about the nature of soapy icicles. To the best of this 

author's knowledge, no one has yet done the experiment 

Why are icicles conical (long and thin)? One hypothesis that 

has been suggested is that the ice is plastic and gravity stretches 

it. This author prefers the thermodynamic hypothesis, namely 

that the shape simply implies that the tip growth 'rate must 

exceed the wall growth rate by an order of magnitude or more. 

Let us begin by considering the wall (radial) growth rate. These 

considerations are typical of the more general approach to icing 

thermodynamics which is employed in other situations, but we 

will deliberately simplify them here as an aid to understanding. 

The discussion is based on two principles: first, that the rate of 

ice growth is controlled by the external removal of the latent 

heat of fusion, and second, that the system is in quasi-equilib
rium, so that a heat balance equation at the surface of the wall 

may be written as: 

QF = Qc+QE (1) 

where 

dR 
Qp =L1pidt isthelatentheatterm (2) 

Qc = h (T1- Ta) is the external forced (3) 

convection term 

QE = Ch (e (T1)- re (Ta)) is the external forced (4)
8 8 

evaporation term 

is the specific latent heat of freezing L1 

is the ice density 

is the local radius of the icicle 
is the icicle surface temperature (assumed to be the 

freezing temperature) 

is the air temperature 

is the external heat transfer coefficient (assumed 

forced rather than natural convection) 
is a constant parameter including the specific latent 

heat of vaporization (for details, see the disscussion 

of frost formation) 

r is the relative humidity of the air 

It is interesting to note that Qp may be positive (icicle grow

ing), even if Qc is negative (Ta > T1) provided QE is positive 
(low relative humidity). That is, icicles may be able to grow in a 
dry environment even if the air temperature is somewhat above 

freezing. To return to the question of why freshwater icicles are 

long and slender, we need to remember that hoc R-Vz. Hence, 

dR!dt near the tip will exceed dR!dt at the root, thereby helping 
to maintain a slender shape. 

However, this argument is only part of the answer to the 

original question of an icicle's shape. We really need to deter

mine why dL!dt>> dR!dt, where Lis the icicle's length. Rewrit
ing Eq. (1) for the wall growth rate, we have: 

dRLfp;di = Qc+QE (5) 

Keeping in mind that the tip consists of an ice sheath sur

rounding a liquid core, the tip growth may be expressed as: 

0 dL
-LJpi-d = Qc+QE (6)
r t 

where r is the pendant drop radius (2.5 mm) and othe ice sheath 
thickness (somewhat uncertain, but- 0.1 mm). Hence, given 

similar external heat fluxes at the tip and the wall (they won't be 
identical but should be of the same order of magnitude), then 

dL!dt should be about 25 dR!dt. 

The limited quantitative experimental data on freshwater 

icicle growth suggests a rather curious paradox. When dL!dt is 

plotted as a function of drip rate of the pendant drops (Fig. 1), it 

is clear that the maximum growth rate in length occurs at a drip 

rate approaching zero. That is, as the water supply to the tip 

diminishes, freshwater icicles grow faster and faster and then 

suddenly stop growing. There may be more than meets the eye 
to what is happening here, but a tentative explanation offered by 

Makkonen (1988) goes as follows. Suppose that the pendant 
drops supercool before falling. If this occurs, then the heat 

balance equation for the tip must be written: 

Qp+QD = Qc+QE 

where QD is the heat which must be removed in order to super

cool the drops. If the supercooling temperature is fixed, then QD 
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will decrease with decreasing drip rate. Thus for a given exter

nal heat transfer {Qc + QE)• QF and hence dl.Jdt will increase 

with decreasing drip rate. 

We will not leave the icicle problem yet. until we have at 

least glanced at the problem of saline icicles. Experiments once 

again show that saline icicles differ from their freshwater cous

ins in three important ways: first. and most obvious, is that 

saline icicles tend to be stubbier than their freshwater cousins; 

second, they grow somewhat more slowly; and third, they con

tinue to drip even after growth in length has stopped (freshwater 

icicles don't drip unless they are growing in length). It is 

straightforward to explain these observations qualitatively if we 

keep in mind three significant facts. First, the freezing tempera

ture of brine decreases with increasing salinity. Second, salt in 

solution reduces the saturation vapor pressure over the liquid. 

Both of these effects will tend to diminish the external heat 

transfer, thus reducing the growth rate. Third, as brine freezes, 

salt is rejected from the ice into the liquid. Hence, as the liquid 

film drains down the icicle wall it will become saltier. This 

means that the wall surface temperature will decrease toward 

the tip, making the wall growth rate near the tip smaller than that 

at the ~t. and the resulting icicles are stubbier. Finally, once r1 
at the tip reaches Ta• the saline icicle stops growing but dripping 

may still continue. By incorporating these notions into a nu

merical model, it has been possible to quantify these arguments, 

and by comparison with experiment. to confirm that the qualita

tive physical picture presented here is a reasonable one (Chung 

and Lozowski, 1990). 

Modelling of Icing 

Models of icing are helpful in the understanding and predic

tion of these phenomena. Models intended for developing a 

scientific understanding of the physical processes are usually 

simplified by trying to eliminate extraneous processes, or by 

holding certain parameters of the problem fixed, while varying 

others one at a time. Models designed for prediction or simula

tion, however, must necessarily be as complete as possible, 

bearing in mind that computational or physical constraints, and 

our incomplete understanding of the physics, will nevertheless 

require that a number of simplifications or parameterizations be 

introduced. Models are typically of the computational (numeri

cal) or physical (wind tunnel) variety. Ideally, both types of 

modelling are used in combination, their interplay leading to 

better understanding and an improved ability to make forecasts. 

Computational models for transmission line, aircraft and 

marine icing have now been developed to the point where the 

results, at least for certain situations, bear a remarkable similar

ity to the observations. Many of these models run on personal 

computers, and are, therefore, readily available to the user com

munity. The physical modelling of icing is necessarily limited 

to locations which enjoy the availability of icing wind tunnels. 

A partial list of such facilities intended for the investigation of 

aircraft icing has been compiled by Bragg (personal communi

cation). Marine icing wind tunnels exist in the U.S., U.S.S.R. 

Japan, Finland, Norway, and at the University of Alberta in 

Canada. 

We will emphasize numerical modelling, saying something 

about wind tunnel modelling in the next section on marine icing. 

Rather than attempting a comprehensive overview of such com

puter models, a task which would require a monograph of 

substantial volume, we will instead illustrate a few aspects of 

such models which have led to interesting results or which are 
still poorly understood. The examples are taken from a variety 

of icing situations. They point out that there are still surprises to 

discover and mysteries to be solved in each of the three funda

mental aspects of the icing problem-the dynamics and thermo-
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dynamics of the impinging particles, the thennodynamics of the 

accretion, and the physical processes occuring within the accre

tion. 

There are icing situations in which the thennodynamics and 

physics of the accretion are either unimportant or relatively 

simple. The fonnation of ri~e ice is such a situation. The 

impinging material consists of supercooled cloud droplets, 

which freeze on impact as spheres, because of their small size 

and a heat flux at the icing surface which is capable of carrying 

away all of the released latent heat The nature of the accretion 

is therefore detennined by particle trajectories and the effect of 

previously accreted material in intercepting yet more of the 

impinging particles 

Such ice accretions can be modelled either in a discrete 

fashion or by using the more traditional continuous methods. 

The two approaches are complementary inasmuch as the dis

crete models allow the investigation of the accretion structure 

and density, while the continuous models require an estimate of 

the accretion density as an input parameter. The discrete models 

have come to be known as ballistic trajectory models. They are 

also used in the modelling of thin film deposition by sputtering 

onto semiconductors. In their simplest manifestation, hard 

spheres (or disks in two dimensions) are fired from random 

locations, along straight line trajectories, at a target. They either 

stick to the target and to each other at the point where they 

impact or they may "relax" along the surface to find appropriate 

resting sites. An example of a hailstone simulation using such a 

technique is shown in Figure 2 (Lozowski et al., 1991). The lobe 

structure which arises in this model, and the associated air 

cavities, are qualitatively and quantitatively realistic. 

With icing for which heat transfer is a controlling factor, the 

temperature of the impinging liquid is an important considera

tion, especially if the mass flux is high. This adds another tenn 

to the right hand side of Eq. (1), which represents the sensible 

heat absorbed or given up as the drops relax from their imping

ing temperature towards the temperature of the surface. Modem 

techniques for ice island construction in the Arctic consist of 

spraying sea water through cold air before it settles on the 

existing ice surface. This process enhances the overall rate of 

heat transfer from the liquid over that which could be achieved 

by flooding the brine directly onto the ice, and hence signifi

cantly reduces the time required to build an ice island of the 

required thickness. Szilder and Lozowski (1988), Szilder et al. 

Figure2. 	 Rime-like hailstone growth as simulated with a ballistic 
trajectory model with relaxation (after Lozowski et aL, 1991). 

(1990), Zarling (1980), and Andreas (1990) have put together a 

quite complete picture of the heat transfer from such super

cooled drops. Field experience has shown that an air tempera

ture of about -2o·c represents the upper limit for efficient 

spraying (Masterson, 1990). There may be several explanations 

for this critical value, but one which has occurred to us (Forest 

et al., 1991) is that the assumption that the liquid drops super

cool while in the air may not always be valid. For typical droplet 

diameters of around 3 mm, the average nucleation temperature 

is around -2o·c (Hobbs, 1974). Thus at air temperatures above 

-20"C the drops supercool, while at lower air temperatures they 

partly freeze, release latent heat internally, and reach the freez

ing point. Partly frozen droplets will therefore experience a 

much higher rate of heat transfer with the airstream than they 

would were they supercooled. At an air temperature of -30"C, 

our model results suggest that droplet nucleation can increase 

the ice island growth rate by as much as 100%. 

Now, let's tum our attention to the thermodynamics of the 

ice accretion itself. When the external conditions vary on a time 

scale which is long compared with the internal time scale of the 

accretion (the time required to reach equilibrium under constant 

external conditions), the accretion process is in quasi-equilib

rium. That is, one may assume that as the external conditions 

change, the accretion thennodynamics slowly adapt to new 
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equilibria. Even if such parameters as the air temperature and 

water content are constant, the external conditions are always 

changing for an ice accretion for the simple reason that the 

airflow must continuously adapt to the changing shape of the ice 

as it grows. For the most part, this too is a slow change. 

In situations where the external conditions are changing 

rapidly, however, the quasi-equilibrium assumption is no longer 

valid and the models must be made time-dependent (Szilder et 

al~. 1987). Examples of such situations include intermittent 

splashing of ships (Lozowski and Zakrzewski, 1990b) andre

petitive flooding (Szilder and Lozowski, 1989a, 1989b; Lo

zowski and Jones, 1991). An extreme example is the icing of 

helicopter rotor blades where the airspeed seen by the blade 

varies rapidly in a sinusoidal fashion (Szilder et al., 1988). Our 

time-dependent model of this situation allows both freezing and 

melting. It shows that the accretion rate is a maximum for the 

advancing blade and a minimum for the retreating blade near the 

hub, in accordance with one's intuitive expectations. However, 

toward the tip, increasing aerodynamic heating causes the situ

ation to reverse and more ice is in fact accreted while the blade 

is retreating. 

While numerical methods for the solution of time-dependent 

problems such as these can be powerful, it is sometimes reveal

ing and convenient to have analytical solutions. Szilder and 

Lozowski (1991) have recently proposed a new analytical solu

tion for one-dimensional freezing/melting under a harmonically 

varying surface temperature boundary condition and arbitrary 

Stefan number. It is based on a weighted mean of the already 

known analytical solutions to this problem for St =0 and 

St ~ oo. The details of the weighting function are based on a 

numerical solution to the problem at several values of the Stefan 

number between 0 and oo. 

Now,let's consider a couple of problems which concern the 

physical nature of the ice accretion itself. It is well known that 

brine ice is spongy; that is, it contains intergranular inclusions 

of unfrozen brine of high salinity. It is perhaps less well known 

that freshwater ice accretions can also be spongy, with as much 

as 50% of the total mass being liquid Computed icing rates 

based on heat transfer determine only the ice amount in the 

accretion. If the contribution of the unfrozen liquid to the total 

mass is to be taken into account, this must be done by other 

means. The manner in which unfrozen liquid is incorporated 

into spongy ice is presumably a mechanical problem, having to 

do with the way in which ice dendrites grow into the surface 

film of supercooled liquid, intersect each other, and thereby trap 

pockets of unfrozen liquid. Although essentially mechanical, 

this process is probably thermodynamically controlled inas

much as the configuration and rate of growth of the ice dendrites 

will be dependent upon the temperature gradient in the liquid at 

the ice/liquid interface. This problem remains poorly under

stood, although some initial attempts toward solving it have 

recently been made by Blackmore (1988) and Makkonen 

(1990). 

The surface liquid film on ice accretions is another poten

tially important but often disregarded aspect of the icing prob

lem. It is frequently assumed that if there is a surface flow of 

unfrozen liquid over the accretion, the accretion "surface tem

perature," for the purpose of heat transfer calculations, is the 

freezing temperature. This assumption amounts to neglecting 

the thermal resistance of the film or, equivalently, to assuming 

that it is turbulent and well mixed. Recent measurements of 

thermal emissions from "wet" and "dry" icing surfaces (List, 

1990), have led to the conclusion that these liquid skins may 

have surfaces that are supercooled by s·c or more. There is also 

evidence that if they are thin (a few hundred microns) the flow 

in them is laminar. In view of these results, Lozowski (1991) 

has put forward a very preliminary mechanical model to esti

mate the liquid skin thickness and a simple heat transfer model 

to determine the surface temperature. So far, however, there are 

insufficient observations to verify the details of the predictions 

of this simple model. 

Under very high liquid flux conditions (for example, in ma

rine icing where fluxes may approach or exceed 100 kg m·2 s"1), 

the notion of a thin liquid film which acts as a barrier to heat 

exchange between the ice/liquid interface and the airstream 

must be abandoned. Under these circumstances, the liquid layer 

must be, at least temporarily, sufficiently thick that its own 

thermal mass must be taken into account. While this prevails, 

the heat exchange with the liquid layer will be rather more 

important for the ice growth than the heat exchange with the 

airstream. To the best of the author's knowledge, no one has yet 

addressed this particular aspect of the problem. 

Marine Icing 

Marine icing is arguably the most complicated and difficult 

of all icing phenomena to understand. It is in consequence 
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perhaps the least well understood, and the one for which nu

merical model predictions must be viewed with the largest 

amount of skepticism. Marine icing exhibits just about all of the 

complexity alluded to above. Droplet trajectories and heat trans

fer must be accounted for as in the sprayed ice island problem. 

Moreover, the spraying is pulsed, so fast time dependence is 

also important. The target geometry is extremely complicated, 

and the problem is not simplified by the fact that the entire 

system is immersed in a planetary boundary layer in which air 

temperature, water fluxes, and wind speed are functions of 

height. Salinity effects are naturally significant and so are spon

giness, internal brine drainage, and the surface flow of liquid 

brine. In principle, the geometrical complexity of the problem 

can be reduced to an accounting problem if the vessel is decom

posed into a number of independent components which interact 

only through the surface flow of shed brine. This is the approach 

adopted by Brown et al. (1990) in their oil rig icing model and 

by Lozowski and Zakrzewski (1990a) in their 3D vessel icing 

model. 

When models of such complexity are run, even if they pro

vide results which correspond well with observations, it is often 

difficult to sort out just what is happening. Consequently, they 

often need to be simplified to develop some scientific under

standing. Even then apparent paradoxes which are difficult to 

explain may arise. For example, Zakrzewski and Lozowski 

(1991b) have recently run a simplified version of the University 

of Alberta 3D ship icing model. The objective was to examine 

the effect of the fore/aft longitudinal position of the front face of 

the superstructure on its ice load. Under a heavy icing condition, 

the model predicted, in keeping with intuition, that the ice load 

diminishes as the superstructure is moved further from the bow. 

Under a light icing condition, however, precisely the opposite 

trend was forecast A defmitive explanation of the paradox has 

not yet been worked out However, it appears that the effect of 

droplet cooling dominates the spray flux influence under the 

light icing condition. Since even such simplified 3D models 

retain large numbers of degrees of freedom, some scientists 

have opted to try to gain an understanding of the problem with 

what one might call "low order" models. Itagaki (1990), for 

example, has recently developed and examined a seven parame

ter marine icing model. The seven input parameters are: instan

taneous sea spray flux, sea spray arrival interval, duration of 

spraying, amount of water retained on the collecting surface, 

amount of water carried over from the previous sea spray event, 

heat transfer rate, and temperature of the impinging brine. Natu

rally, in any useful predictive model of marine icing almost all 

of these parameters would need to be calculated from sub-mod

els which describe the various sub-processes. An appealing 

feature of the ltagaki model is that it allows one to explore the 

parameter space without the constraint of having to actually_ 

calculate the input parameters (since they may be chosen arbi

trarily within the bounds set by measurements and educated 

guesses). The drawback of the model is that it doesn't provide 

any clues as to appropriate values of the input parameters and, 

especially important, to possible interactions or correlations 

among them. 

Because full-scale measurements of vessel icing are difficult, 

expensive and potentially dangerous, and naturally do not admit 

the possibility of re-configuring the vessel architecture (Ryer

son, 1989), and because current vessel icing models must be 

taken with a grain of salt (pardon the pun!), physical models of 

marine icing or of aspects of marine icing are a practical alterna

tive for developing scientific understanding. Examples include 

wind tunnel modelling of icing (Lozowski and Zakrzewski, 

1990c) and wave tank modelling of vessel spraying (Lozowski 

and Zakrzewski, 1990b). Unfortunately, such types of investi

gation are not without their drawbacks. Marine icing wind tun

nels are particularly sensitive to corrosion and freezing-induced 

breakdown and it is not always possible to simulate all of the 

important parameters, or to vary them independently. Model

ling also presents problems associated with appropriate scaling. 

Unfortunately the various dynamic and thermodynamic scaling 

requirements may not permit an entirely consistent scaling of 

the entire phenomenon. 

Perhaps the most enticing and yet frustrating aspect of ship 

icing that has not yet been examined even casually, is the 

potentially important feedback between spraying, icing and ves

sel dynamics. To the best of the author's knowledge, no other 

icing phenomenon exhibits this kind of coupling, Simply stated, 

the feedback loop works as follows. Vessel motion in a particu

lar wave field leads to bow-wave interaction and slamming 

which give rise to spray jet generation. Some of the spray jet 

mass is dispersed into wind-rafted droplets which impinge upon 

portions of the ship and freeze. The accumulation of ice on the 

vessel, particularly if the vessel is small and the icing rate high, 

changes the vessel's dynamical parameters (center of mass, 
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moments of inertia, etc.). This leads to changes in ship motion 

in the wave field which in turn have an effect on spray genera

tion and further icing. At present, it is not known how important 
this feedback loop is (perhaps very important for vessels which 

are about to lose their stability and capsize), or even if it gives a 

positive or negative feedback. Two of the loop's components 

are susceptible to modelling at the present time. 3D non-linear, 

time domain vessel motion models in arbitrary wave fields are 

now beginning to appear (Pawlowski et al.) 1988). 3D ship 

specific icing models also exist What doesn't yet exist is a 
hydrodynamic model of the detailed evolution of the free sur

face near the bow under ship wave interaction, ie., a model of 
spray jet formation. The present author sees this aspect of the 
problem as a high priority and is planning to embark upon it in 
the near future. Even were this problem to be solved quickly, 

however, there would remain the problem of the break-up of the 
jet into droplets and of the dispersal of those droplets by the 
wind. 

These problems are intransigent ones and have so far resisted 

at least modest efforts on the part of several individuals to solve 
them. Makkonen (private communication) and Brown (private 

communication), for example, have both attempted to predict 
spray jet liquid water content or fluxes with simple dynamical 

models. Zakrzewski (private communication) has taken an even 
simpler mass continuity approach to spray jet formation. Fi

nally, Blackmore (private communication) has suggested that 
all of the details of spray jet formation may not be significant for 

icing. Certainly, the maximum height of the spray jet is impor
tant. However, since most of the liquid mass in the spray jet 

ends up as green water on deck and only a small portion as 
airborne spray, Blackmore has suggested that a viable approach 

to predicting spray fluxes is to ignore the liquid water content of 
the jet itself, and to ask simply whether considerations of energy 

transfer from the wind to the spray can help determine the spray 
fluxes. 

FROST FORMATION 

Frost or hoarfrost is a deposit of interlocking ice crystals 

formed by direct sublimation. It forms when air with a dew 

point below freezing is brought to saturation by cooling 
(Huschke, 1959). It occurs on objects freely exposed to the air 

(e.g., plants, pavement, wires, cold aircraft surfaces) and also in 

internal air cavities (e.g., building insulation, caves, crevasses, 

within snow and soil). Its occurrence on cooled objects such as 

heat exchanger coils and plate freezers is a particular nuisance 

because its insulating effect and flow blockage reduce the heat 

transfer performance of these systems. Depth hoar formation in 
snow can lead to the formation of cavities in the snow pack and 

is considered to be a major contributing factor for avalanches 
(LaChapelle, 1969; Perla, 1978). Surprisingly, the type of frost 

which is familiar to most people living in cold climates, namely 

windowpane frost, may not technically be frost at all in its initial 
stages. According to Knight (1962), these curved dendritic 
structures, or ice flowers, freeze from a condensed water film 

rather than directly from vapor. Hoarfrost is more fluffy and 
feathery than rime, although it is not always possible to distin

guish the two as they may occur simultaneously in a suitable 
airstream (Makkonen, 1991). In the present all-too-briefreview 

of frost formation, we will emphasize frost formed on objects 

freely exposed to an airstream. 

Modelling Frost Formation 

Our present knowledge of frost formation has been derived 

from a combination of analytical and numerical modelling cou

pled with physical modelling intended to illuminate the nature 

of the process, to determine the physical properties of frost 

deposits (e.g., density, thermal conductivity), and to verify theo

retical models. Although boundary layer models have not been 
applied much to icing, with the possible exception of Makkonen 

and Stallabrass (1985), they have been employed in the model
ling of frost formation, at least on flat plates (Sherif et al., 1988). 

Sherif and his colleagues point out that under constant environ
mental conditions, the frost formation time scale is slow com

pared with the boundary-layer equilibration time scale, and 
hence that steady-state boundary layer solutions are appropriate. 

The situation is therefore analogous to that for icing, and a heat 
balance approach can be adopted, at least for the purpose of 

illustrating the essential physics of the process. We will adopt 
this· naive approach here, keeping in mind, however, that the 

phenomenon exhibits a surprising number of complexities, 

which are well described in recent review papers (O'Neal and 

Tree, 1985; Harraghy and Barber, 1987). 

Schneider (1978) has developed a simple growth model 

based on heat transfer considerations alone. It is analogous to 

the Stefan solution for the growth rate of an ice layer on water, 

and makes a similar assumption that the frost/air interface tern-
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perature is close to the air temperature. That is, the thennal 

resistance of the frost is considered to be much greater than that 

of the air/frost boundary layer. The result is that frost thickness 

increases as the square root of the product of time and the 

temperature difference between the frost surface and the sub

strate. This qualitative prediction is well confinned by measure

ments over long time intervals (several hours). However, at 

short times, it overpredicts the growth rate, again analogously 

with the Stefan solution. Since the frost growth rate is known 

empirically to be a function of the relative humidity of the 

airstream, Schneider then proceeds to correct his basic equation 

using a factor involving vapor pressure ratios. Schneider's 

modified equation has been recommended by O'Neal and Tree 

(1985) as the most appropriate available equation for predicting 

frost growth in arbitrary geometries. 

Let us begin our own discussion of frost fonnation by using 

a heat balance approach, similar to Schneider's, but adopting a 

fonnalism taken from the icing literature. The heat balance can 

then be written, following Makkonen (1981) and Lozowski et 

al. (1983) as: 

Qs+Qc = QJ (7) 

where 

p J0.63 £L
Qs = h Sr _s (res (Ta) - es (TJ)} (8)

( c pep 

is the heat released by sublimation; 

Qc = h(Ta-Tj) (9) 

is the sensible heat transfer from the airstream to the frost 

deposit; and 

(10) 

is the heat conducted through the frost layer to the underlying 

plate. 

The growth rate of the frost is then simply given by: 

dD
LspJ- = Qs (11)

dt 

where p is the frost density. Since es(T) can be expressed as a 1 
polynomial in T (Lowe, 1977), Eq. (7) may be viewed as a 

non-linear equation for T1 Although not difficult to solve nu

merically, it does not readily admit an analytical solution. Sim

ple analytical solutions to Eq. (7) can be achieved by making 

certain assumptions. For example, for an airstream at room 

temperature Qs - Qc (unless the air is very dry). If the air is 

much warmer Qs >> Qc and if much cooler Qs << Qc. If Tr is 

sufficiently low compared with Ta, (for example, at the begin

ning of frost fonnation), then es (T ) can be neglected and we 1
have, from Eq. (11) 

dD lp J0.63PJ-d = h Sr _e_ res (Ta) (12)
t c pep 

Since the right-hand side is approximately constant, we can 

expect an initial linear growth rate of the frost layer. At this 

stage, the growth rate will be a function of airspeed (through h), 

relative humidity r, and the air's dewpoint temperature Td, since 

res<Ta) =es(Td). Subsequently, once the layer has grown to a 

sufficient frost thickness that T1 - o·c, then, if we ignore any 

effects of melting, and if Qc can be neglected, Eq. (7) simplifies 

to: 

Qs = Q1 = lq(Tt- Tp)/D (13) 

Combining Eqs. (11) and (13) leads to the growth equation: 

dD _ _!5[_ (TJ- Tp) 
(14)

dt - LsPf D 

Eq. (14) leads to the Stefan-type solution: 

(15) 

Thus if the frost surface and plate temperatures are fixed, and if 

the frost density and conductivity are independent of time, the 

growth is essentially parabolic. This is the essence of 

Schneider's equation (uncorrected for the effect of relative hu

midity) and he provides experimental confinnation of the para

bolic behaviour for long growth times. One of the implications 

of Eq. (15) is that the frost growth is independent of airspeed 

and also of airstream temperature and relative humidity. At 

sufficiently high airspeeds, this independence of airspeed has 

been confirmed. At very high airspeeds, however, one needs to 

add a tenn (Lozowski et al., 1983): 
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v 

where 

R• is the recovery factor 

is the airspeed 

to the left-hand side of Eq. (7). This aerodynamic heating term 

may be sufficient at very high airspeeds to inhibit frost forma

tion entirely, but in terms of practical applications, it would 

imply too large a penalty due to the added power necessary to 

move the air through the heat exchanger. 

There are several further complications which are worth 

mentioning. First, Eq. (10) has been written as if the plate 

temperature were constant. In fact it may not be under frost 

formation. It is also written as if the heat transfer within the frost 

layer were entirely conductive. Since frost is a porous medium, 

there may be convective sensible heat transfer occurring inter

nally as well. In addition, since T1 > TP and hence 

es(9 > e8 (T~· there is likely to be vapor transfer within the 

frost layer, with frost sublimating at the surface, vapor diffusing 

toward the plate and depositing near the base of the frost layer. 

This behavior will not directly affect the mass growth rate of the 

frost layer since it simply involves a redistribution of mass. 

However, it may have an indirect effect by transporting latent 

heat and by changing the internal distribution of frost density 

and conductivity. Various empirical and theoretical regressions 

have been devised to relate frost conductivity and density (e.g., 

Yonko and Sepsey, 1967). However, the scatter is such that a 

simple linear formula of the form "J= p/)0 (k in W m-1 K-1,
1

3 3p1 in kg m- ) should suffice for densities up to 500 kg m- . In 

view of this result and Eq. (14) it is easy to see that the growth 

should not be strongly dependent on frost density. 

When the frost layer becomes sufficiently thick that T1 ap

proaches T0 , there can also be surface melting of the frost layer, 

with internal percolation and re-freezing of water. This may 

increase the conductivity of the layer, reducing T and leading to 1
a new cycle of frost formation. Eventually, an almost solid ice 

layer may result from this cycling. All of these thermodynamic 

effects could in principle be taken into account using a multi

layer numerical model of the frost deposit (e.g., Sanders, 1972; 

Hayashi et al., 1976; Jones and Parker, 1975). There may also 

be mechanical influences on the frost layer. Harraghy and Bar

ber (1987), for example, mention the possibility that the frost 

layer may be compacted by the airstream. The roughness of the 

frost layer will also presumably have an effect on the heat 

transfer coefficient, h. 

Frost and Icing 

It is possible for frost formation and rime icing to occur 

simultaneously. Makk:onen (1991) gives an example of their 

combined occurrence on a rotating multicylinder used to meas

ure cloud droplet size and water content. In this case, the cylin

ders were not cooled, and in the absence of riming or frost 

formation, would have had a temperature equal to the air tem

perature. The release of the latent heat of freezing under rime 

formation warms the equilibrium surface temperature of the ice 

toward freezing. This normally leads to sensible convective heat 

transfer away from the surface, combined with latent heat trans

fer away from the surface due to sublimation. This was in fact 

found to occur on the smaller cylinders of the assembly. How

ever, on the largest cylinders, the droplet collision efficiency 

was very small, and the riming rate comparably low. Conse

quently, the surface temperature was only slightly above the air 

temperature. Since the cloud is at water saturation at T and the 
0 

ice surface presumably at ice saturation at T + 5T, where 5T is 
0 

very small, it is possible for esw(T ) > es{T +51) and hence for 
0 1 0 

a vapor pressure gradient, driving frost deposition, to occur. 

Since, as we have seen, both icing and frost formation can be 

expressed in terms of similar heat balance equations (in fact one 

normally needs the Qs term in the icing heat balance to account 

for sublimative cooling), Makk:onen (1991) included frost for

mation in his icing model and thereby predicted mass growth 

rates for combined rime and frost ice in keeping with the obser

vations. One intriguing result of Makk:onen' s modelling is that 

the lower the rime growth rate, the higher the hoarfrost growth 

rate. 

It is speculative but conceivable that in frost formation from 

a humid airstream, there may be elements ofriming occurring as 

well. At the point in the airstream where the air is cooled to its 

dewpoint temperature (if this is above freezing), fog droplets 

may be formed. These droplets will be very tiny and of low 

concentration, so that the presence of the fog may not be no

ticed. The droplets may impact upon frost crystals which pro

trude into the flow or they may simply evaporate, transfering 

their mass by diffusion to the frost deposit in a process analo

gous to that of the Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism in cloud 
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physics. Whether or not this occurs and whether or not it may be 

significant. has not. to the best of the author's knowledge, been 
established. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Under many circumstances, the process of rime and frost 

formation are in quasi-equilibrium, and, consequently a heat 

balance approach can be used to model them. Such an approach 

can lead to simple analytic solutions when assumptions are 

made about the magnitudes of the various terms or about the 

values of the interface tempemture. These simple solutions, 

while usually of limited applicability, do provide some insight 

into the physics of these phenomena. The more complete equa

tions are usually non-linear, but can be solved numerically to 

predict the rime or frost growth mtes. Such numerical solutions 

have been remarkably successful when their assumptions about 

the physical nature of the ice formation have been valid. Their 

deficiencies arise chiefly because of a lack of a complete under

standing of the mechanical and physical properties of ice accre

tions and frost Two particularly outstanding problems have to 
do with the sponginess of icing and the density of frost. 
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Telecommunications in Rural Alaska 

Part ill-Terminal Equipment (And A Few Other Issues) 


by 


Whitham D. Reeve, P.E. 


INTRODUCTION 	 equipment, which reconverts the signals into usable informa

Telecommunication systems are composed of three basic 

components: switching systems, transmission systems, and ter

minal equipment. In Part I, an overview of the Alaska telecom

munications network was given, switching systems were 

discussed; Part n covered transmission systems.[1,2] I prom

ised that in Part III terminal equipment would be discussed and 

additional engineering details for small central office switching 

systems would be provided. And, I stated that Part N would 

wrap up some regulatory details. 

As promised, terminal equipment and their interfaces are 

discussed in this article.1 However, because THE NORTHERN 

ENGINEER will suspend publication indefinitely, and there 

was not enough time to also prepare Part IV for this issue, most 

of the material promised for Part IV will have to wait for 

another time. However, in this Part III, I will discuss some of the 

regulatory details affecting telecommunications in Alaska. 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT FUNCTION 

Terminal equipment is a component in the Public Telephone 

Network (PTN) as shown in Figure 1. Also shown in this 

illustration are the other network parts that were described pre

viously in this series and also mentioned in the introduction 

above. 

Terminal equipment converts end-user's information to sig

nals suitable for connection to a subscriber loop (see Part m. 
which transmits the information to a central office (see Part 1). 

At the central office, the signals are switched or otherwise 

connected to additional transmission facilities (for example, 

another subscriber loop) and transmitted to end-user terminal 

tion. 

Terminal equipment, also called Customer Premises Equip

ment (CPE), is much the same anywhere in the United States, 

and Alaska is no exception. In the public telephone network 

(PTN), terminal equipment employ universal interfaces, which 

means the equipment can be moved from one location to an

other with only relatively minor attention to the interface de

tails. 

Terminal equipment includes any device connected by prem

ises wiring to the subscriber side of the network interface and 

includes: 

• 	 Telephone sets 

• 	 Facsimile machines 

• 	 Private branch exchanges {PBX) 

• 	 Key telephone systems 

• 	 Voice mail systems and automated attendants 

• 	 Modems 

• 	 Computers 

• 	 Alarm systems 

• 	 Radio control systems 

• 	 Telephone answering devices (TAD) 

The largest proportion of subscriber loops are permanently 

associated with the telephone set The most familiar telephone 

set is a regular instrument with a rotary or tone dial. In the 

telecommunications industry, these are generically called a 

1 	 [3] was used extensively as a reference for this article. Certain illustrations and other material are reprodueed with permission of 

the publisher. 
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Part I - Switching 
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Part Ill - Terminal Equipment 

Figure 1. NetworkCompo111mts 

"500 set" and "2500 set," respectively. Telephone sets will be 	 TELEPHONE SETS 
discussed in the next section. 

The telephone set handles information and control signals. It Virtually all new terminal equipment connected to the PI'N 
converts acoustical energy, such as voice or tones from a mosince the early 1980s must be registered with the Federal Com
dem with a voice coupler, to electrical signals and conditions munications Commission under 47 CFR Part 68.[4] These rules 
these signals for transmission on the subscriber loop. It also "provide for uniform standards for the protection of the tele
receives signals from the loop and converts them to acoustical phone network from harms caused by the connection of termi
energy. Telephone sets actually are very simple electrically, nal equipment and associated wiring thereto ...."The public, in 
which is very surprising considering the extremely wide range general, is not aware of the requirement that all equipment 
of loop lengths and transmission characteristics over which the connected to the PTN must be registered. This is illustrated in 
set must work, and work well. The characteristics of subscriberalmost every issue of hobbyist electronic magazines, which 
loops was discussed in Part II. feature build-it-yourself telephone devices. Fortunately, all 

The basic control signals from a telephone set, which is commercially available terminal equipment must be registered 
shown schematically in Figure 2 may be classified as: before it can be advertised for sale. 

Part 68 of the FCC rules does not guarantee the terminal • Forward (from the calling party), consisting of: 
equipment will work adequately, only that it will not harm the - Off-hook (seizure) 
network. The difference is worth noting. Some of the regulatory 

-Dialing 
aspects of terminal equipment and interfaces are covered later in 

- On-hook (clear forward) 
this article. 

• 	 Backward (from the called party), consisting of: 

- Off-hook (answer) 

- On-hook (clear backward). 
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Figrue2. Typical TelephoneSet S chenu~tic. Reproducedfrom Fig. 1-6 of[3], C 1992 by the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics 
Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 

Dialing may be in the form of dial pulses (sequential on

hook/off-hook) or tones. Figure 2 shows a tone dial. The central 

office interprets the forward and backward signals through the 

switching system line circuit to appropriately set up or drop the 

connection. 

The switch-hook provides on-hook supervision by opening 

the subscriber loop when the handset is hung up. Conversely, it 

provides off-hook supervision by closing the loop when the 

handset is lifted. The transmitter converts voice or other forms 

of acoustical energy to a varying electrical current while the 

receiver converts varying electrical signals back to acoustical 

energy. 

The network shown in Figure 2 consists of several compo

nents. Its main function is to couple the transmitter and receiver 

to the loop and supply sidetone to the receiver. Sidetone is the 

acoustical signal 

resulting from a 

portion of the 

transmitted signal 

being coupled back 

to the receiver of 

the same handset. 

A sidetone circuit 

sometimes is 
called a cttalkback" 

circuit. In electro

mechanical tele

phone sets, such as 

the old "500 set," 

the network is a 

hybrid transformer 

and a balance net

work. The hybrid 

converts the 2-wire 

loop to a 4-wire 

transmit and re

ceive circuit Many 

modern telephone 

sets use an elec

tronic equivalent 

of the transformer. 

The network 

serves other func

tions, such as limiting the signal level at the receiver and adjust

ing the sidetone level to an almost constant and acceptable level 

while working with a wide variety of loops. 

Adequate sidetone is necessary so the talker does not shout 

or talk too softly because of low or high sidetone. If there is not 

enough sidetone, the talker may think the telephone is "dead" 

On the other hand, too much sidetone allows background noise 

entering the transmitter to interfere with weak signals at the 

receiver. The receiver level is limited by metal oxide varistors 

(MOV) to protect the listener's ears during high level signals or 

noise impulses. 

In electromechanical type rotary dial telephone sets, the net

work and transmitter combination is considered to have about 

200 ohms de resistance. The actual resistance value can be quite 

variable and is equal to the voltage across the set divided by the 
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current through it. The relationship is nonlinear because of the 

nonlinear elements used in the network. 

Telephone sets designed according to Electronic Industries 

Association Standard EIA-470 can have an off-hook resistance 

up to 400 ohms.[5] Under this standard, the de resistance may 

vary with several conditions: 

• 	 DC resistance must be less than 300 ohms during the 

on-hook to off-hook transition, during the make interval 

of rotary dial pulsing, and for at least 1 second after 

answer. 

• 	 DC resistance may increase to 400 ohms during tone 

signaling, after called party answer, and after the talking 

connection has been made for at least 1 second. 

• 	 DC resistance may be greater than 400 ohms at loop 

currents less than 20 rnA (adequate operation of a tele

phone set is not specified below 20 rnA loop current). 

The requirements noted abov~ are maximum requirements. 

Certain minimum requirements also must be met to ensure 

proper operation when more than one telephone set is operated 

in parallel. This prevents "current hogging" by one set with a 

relatively smaller de resistance. The minimum and maximum 

requirements are summarized in Figure 3 in terms of a voltage

current relationship. This illustration also shows the charac

teristics of several actual telephone sets. 

The ringer, of course, rings when the called party is to 

receive a call from the calling party. The ringing may be a 

warbling tone, tweet, bell sound, or a flashing light. The ringer 

shown if Figure 2 is connected as a bridged ringer, which is 

inherently balanced Other wiring variations are used. For in

stance, ringers may be connected from tip or ring to ground, 

called divided ringing. Bridged ringing is the most common. 

Because it is balanced, bridged ringing affects transmission 

quality the least of all ringing connection methods. 

Divided ringing is found on some multiparty lines. With 

multiparty lines, more than one subscriber (typically four or 

less) share a subscriber loop or a central office line circuit. 

Alaska Administrative Code 3 ACC 52.260. 

Multiparty lines are rare in rural Alaska and are restricted by 

statute to 8-party with an objective of no more than 4-party.
2 

Ringer characteristics are discussed later. 

The rotary or tone dial provides address signals to the central 

office. The address is that of the party being called. Addition

ally, push-button tone dials may provide control signals to more 

sophisticated switching systems or terminal equipment at the 

other end of the connection. For example, many companies use 

"automated attendants" that instruct the caller, through prere

corded announcements, to dial the desired department or "hold 

the line" for a live operator. This is called end-to-end signaling 

(that is, signaling is from the near-end terminal to the far-end 

terminal and independent of network signaling). 

The typical electromechanical telephone set is not polarity 

sensitive. That is, it can be connected to the tip and ring leads 

without concern for possible tip-ring reversal. Tip-ring reversal 

can be caused by mistakes during outside plant splicing opera

tions or in premises wiring installations. A simple, easy to build 

polarity tester is described later. 

Rotary dials have a nominal pulse rate of 10 pulses per 

second (PPS), but a typical telephone set can vary from 8 PPS to 

12 PPS. Some central office switching systems can accept 20 

PPS, and some telephone sets were manufactured with switch

selectable rates (10/20 PPS). The make/break (off-hook/on

hook) ratio applied to the loop is nominally 40/60; that is, the 

loop is closed 40% of the time and opened 60%. The break 

period is the important parameter, and it is allowed to vary from 

about 58% to 64%. The minimum time between dial pulse digits 

is 200 msec. Figure 4 shows the dial pulse sequence and timing 

criteria for the number "53 ...." 

Tone dials contain a dual tone multifrequency (DTMF) sig

nal generator with a 4-row by 3-column pushbutton pad. Some 

military telephone sets use a 4-row by 4-column pad As the 

name DTMF implies, each pushbutton corresponds to two tones 

in a 2-of-8 scheme. The tone frequencies and corresponding 

pushbuttons are shown in Figure 5. A dialing sequence is shown 

inFigure4. 

The tone frequencies are chosen in such a way that their 

harmonics and distortion products do not interfere with other 
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Figure3. 	 Voltage-Cu"ent Relationshipsfor Telephone Sets. Reproduced from Fig.1-7 of[3], C> 1992 by the 
Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 
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NO 
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SCALE 

697 Hz • 1,477 Hz 

On-Hook 

-+------------------------Time 
(b) DTMF Dialing 

Figure4. 	 Dial Sequence for the Digits "5, 3, ••• •": (a) Pulse Dialing and (b) DTMF Dialing. Adapted from 
Fig. 2-2 of[3], C> 1992 by the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the 
permission ofthe IEEE. 

DTMF, call progress or signaling 

tones. The signal levels applied to the 

network interface at the telephone set 

are +4 dBm to -14 dBm per frequency 

with a maximum "twist" (level differ

ence between the two tones) of 4 dB. 

Frequency tolerance must be within 

1.5%. The timing specifications for 

DTMF generators in the telephone set 

require a minimum pulse duration of 

50 ms and minimum inter-digital in

terval of 45 ms. DTMF receivers in 

modem central offices will reject (or, 

more accurately, not detect) tones of 

shorter duration. 

Older central office switching sys

tems were not particularly sensitive to 

frequency and level variations and 

would work under a wide variety of 

circumstances including low received 

signal levels and noisy environments. 

The DTMF receivers in newer 

switching systems are designed to be 

highly insensitive to signal energy 

outside the prescribed frequency 

range and to require relatively high 

signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). These 

characteristics can lead to operational 

problems on circuits that previously 

worked fine but fail when a new 

switching system is placed into serv

ice. Some manufacturers and equip

ment vintages are "worse" than 

others. 

Such a situation typical! y exists, 

for example, when a VHF radio link 

from a remote mining camp uses an 

interconnect device for access to the 

PTN (commonly called a "phone 

patch"). These links frequently have 

marginal SNR due to poor link design 

and excessive received signal distor

tion caused by poorly aligned radio 

equipment (usually improperly ad-
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However, when the link is owned by the local exchange carrier High Group Frequencies (Hz) 
(LEC), it is classified as subscriber loop plant. A very popular 

1.209 1.336 1.477 1.633 class of radio loops provided by LECs are licensed under the 

Basic Exchange Telecommunications Radio Service (BE1RS) 

" as described in Part n. When BE1RS is used, the terminal $ 

'N 

[2]000 equipment is connected at the subscriber end of the link. 

~ Early studies showed that the average caller requires slightly 
"' (]) 

·u 0 under 14 seconds from receipt of dialtone to completely dial a 

c " 

(]) " 

::J 7-digit number with a rotary dial. Each additional digit requires 
0000
0" 
~ 	 1.5 seconds. The average caller with a tone dial requires slightly u.. 
a. 
::J f;:J 	 over 8 seconds for 7 digits and 0.8 seconds for each additional 
2 00 

(.!) digit. These averages vary considerably depending on the type000@]
~ 	 of terminal equipment or dialing features. For example, the 
-' 

speed dialing feature, available in all modem switching sys

tems, and automatic dialers will affect the measured average. ~c:J00[£] 
All modem dial-up modems have automatic dialing capability 

Example: The digit ·s· consists of 770Hz and 1.336 Hz. and can outpulse a 7-digit number in about 1 second using tone Only special instruments have digits "A· through "D.· 
dialing. A line used exclusively by the modem shows a much 

FigJUeS. 	 Dwd-Tone Multlfnquency Dial Lllyout. Reproduced from shorter average dialing time than a line used on manually dialed Fig. 2-3 of[3], C 1992 by the I11Stitute ofElectrical and 

Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 
 calls. Modems and other automatic dialing devices can have a 

large impact on the average time for a given 

central office. 
Telephone Set 
Switch Hook Telephone sets that use a tone dial or have 

other line powered functions require proper tip
L1 

ring polarity. To preclude possible malfunction 
• 	 (/) \ 

on initial installation, or at some later time, many 

From + (Tip) sets are equipped with a polarity guard as shown 

Network in Figure 6. This is a simple diode bridge, which 
Interface 

allows a telephone set to be connected to the 
• 	.\ 

+ 

• 	 (/) network without regard for tip-ring polarity. 

However, many sets, specifically digital teleL2 
-(Ring) 

phone sets, many T ADs, and other relatively 

specialized terminal equipment, do not have po

larity guards and are polarity sensitive. 
Figure 6. 	 Telephone Set Polarity GIUU'd. Reproducedfrom Fig.1-8 o/{3], C 1992 by the 

Institute ofElectrical and ElectronicI Engineen, Inc., with the permission ofthe It is always wise to wire connection devices 
IEEE. 

(plugs and jacks) proper! y, if for no other reason 
justed modulation levels). Either problem guarantees intermit

than good workmanship. Reversal is easily detected by testing 
tent operation at best, especially when coupled to a "tight" 

the polarity at the telephone set connections; the tip lead should 
DTMF receiver. 

be positive with respect to the ring lead. This can be determined 
It is interesting that when this radio link is privately owned, with a voltmeter, but this is somewhat inconvenient. Figure 7 

all components, including radio transceivers, signaling equip
shows a schematic for a very simple and inexpensive (less than 

ment and telephone sets, are considered terminal equipment. a couple dollars) LED tester that can be used to test the polarity 
The network interface is at the central office end of the link. at a modular telephone jack. The components can be assembled 
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Figure 7. Telephone Jack Polllrity Tester 

in the top of an old ballpoint pen. When plugged into a modular 

jack with proper polarity, the green LED will glow; reversed 

polarity is indicated by the red LED. Ringing or other ac voltage 

will cause the red and green LEOs to alternately glow, which 

appear yellow. 

There are a large number of telephone sets available. A good 
quality traditional "500 set" (rotary dial) costs around $15 and a 

good quality traditional "2500 set" (tone dial) costs around $30 

(with ringer). Vanity telephones made to look like ducks, air
planes, automobiles, table lamps, books and other, sometimes 
bizarre, shapes are, for the most part, poorly made and electri

cally and mechanically unreliable. Name brand telephones vary 

greatly in cost. The quality of these telephone sets generally 

peaks at around $70 and higher prices normally buy only addi
tional features. The most reliable telephone ever made is the 

traditional "500 set" with a rotary dial. Many types of "2500 

sets" have relatively low dial reliability and only name brands 

should be bought in this style. The most unreliable part of a 

telephone set with a tone dial is the dial itself. 

PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGES AND KEY 

TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 


Private branch exchanges (PBX) and key telephone systems 

(key systems) provide additional telecommunication services 

and capabilities at the subscriber's premises that normally are 
not available from the single-line telephone set previously de

scribed. The technical requirements for PBXs and key systems 

are standardized.[6, 7] 

The differences between PBX and key system applications at 

one time were quite apparent. The PBX was used in applications 

requiring approximately 25 or more stations, and key systems 

were used in smaller applications. Larger key systems some

times overlapped into the PBX applications area (25 stations) 
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because they grew into the larger sizes as the subscriber's re

quirements grew. 

The difference between PBXs and key systems has become 

blurred due to technological advances and associated econo
mies in the design of both systems. Now, a PBX may find an 

application in a smaller environment, and key systems are avail

able for large applications. It is not possible to distinguish 

between small PBXs and key systems based on features alone; 

they are both very similar. Figure 
8 shows how PBXs and key sys

tems fit into the overall network. 

In older applications, a key sys

tem frequently was placed in front 

of a PBX, say to provide intercom 
and common answering capabili

ties in a particular business depart

ment. With modern software 

provisioned PBXs, this no longer 

is necessary because stations can 

be grouped to provide abbreviated 

dialing, call pickup and intercom 

within a department or group. 

Perhaps the main difference 

between a PBX and a key system is that the PBX provides a 

clear switching function, which requires station addresses. 

Also, the PBX concentrates switched traffic into trunk groups. 

A key system provides neither of these functions. The func

tional characteristics of PBXs and key systems are compared in 

Table 1. Note that all modern PBXs are capable of key system 

functionality with the proper telephone sets. 

A typical PBX will be connected to the central office via 

both direct outward dial (DOD) and direct inward dial (DID) 

TABLE 1. PBX AND KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. 


Private Branch Exchange 

• 	 Interconnection of telephone sets at two different locations 
via station addresses 

• 	 Interconnection of telephone sets and an operator or attendant 
position 

• 	 Interconnection of telephone sets or an attendant position with 
the PTN via PBX trunks by dialing an access code 

• 	 Interconnection of telephone sets or an attendant position with 
other PBXs and private facilities via PBX tie trunks by dialing 

an access code 

Key Telephone System 

• 	 Appearances for multiple directory numbers on a single 
telephone set 

• 	 Appearance of a single directory number on multiple 
telephone sets 

• 	 Status indication on each telephone set of each directory 
number appearing on that telephone set 

• 	 Ability to bridge multiple telephone sets onto a busy line 

• 	 Busy line hold capability 

• 	 Intercom capability 
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trunks. The DOD trunks are used for 2-way service by provid

ing central office dialtone to the PBX user and allowing direct 

access to the PTN on outgoing calls and by providing ringing to 

an operator or attendant on incoming calls. Ifa caller in the PTN 

accesses a PBX via DOD trunks, the operator or attendant must 

manually transfer the call to the called station (extension). The 

DID trunks are used for 1-way incoming service by allowing a 

caller in the PTN to directly dial a particular PBX station with

out operator or attendant intervention. 

PBX trunks are a number of similar lines grouped together 

for functional convenience. An end-user may use any of the 

trunks on any particular call, and the end-user has no direct 

control over which line in the group is used on that call. With a 

key system, the user must manually select a particular line either 

for an incoming call or to make an outgoing call. Modem PBXs 

allow users to be grouped in such a manner that they have many 

of the features offered by a key system, such as intercom, busy 

line hold capability, and the ability to answer other stations 

within the user group. 

DOD and DID trunks are provisioned on a traffic basis. For 

new systems, the ttaffic load seldom is known in advance. In 

this case, the following rules can be used to initially provision a 

PBX: 

• If only DOD trunks are to be used (no DID trunks), use 

a station-to-DOD trunk ratio of5: 1 to 20: 1. The 5:1 ratio 

would be used in a PBX that is estimated to carry a high 

percentage of outside calls. Conversely, the 20: 1 ratio 

would be used in a PBX that is estimated to carry a low 

percentage of outside calls. A typical starting point, 

when absolutely nothing is known (frequently the case), 

is to use 10:1. For example, if the PBX is equipped with 

100 stations, a starting point would be to equip it with 10 

DOD trunks. The number of trunks always should be 

rounded up when the calculation results in a fraction. 

• If both DOD and DID trunks are to be used, use the 

same rule as above to provision DOD trunks, but reduce 

the quantity by two for every hundred station addresses. 

For this calculation, round the number of stations up to 

the next hundred. Then, equip 2 DID trunks for every 

hundred station addresses. Again, round up. For exam

ple, if the PBX has 150 stations, using a 10:1 ratio, it 

initially would be equipped with 11 DOD trunks and 

4 DID trunks. 

Physically, small PBXs and key systems (up to about 50 

stations) are indistinguishable except for the station sets. Both 

systems require approximately 1.5 to 2 square feet of wall 

space, minimal termination hardware, and less than 100 watts of 

ac power. Most PBXs provide almost full feature functionality 

with regular telephone "2500 sets." Many systems have proprie

tary telephone sets with additional features such as number and 

time display and feature buttons, such as Flash, Call Transfer 

and Call Forward. In general, key systems require proprietary 

telephone sets to provide reasonable functionality but all are 

capable of interfacing to a "500 set" or "2500 set." 

The cost of tenninal equipment, such as PBXs and key 

systems, has dramatically decreased since deregulation of the 

telecommunication industry. A fully equipped 3x8 (3 central 

office lines and 8 stations) key system can be purchased for at 

little as $1,250 installed (not including station wiring) and a 

16x24 system for $3,000. A PBX equipped with 10 central 

office lines and 30 stations costs around $3 ,500 installed. A 60 

station PBX costs around $7,000 installed. Station wiring costs 

around $80 to $150 per station. 

Table 2 can be used to estimate the costs for key systems and 

small PBXs. These costs do not include freight costs or mobili

zation costs that may be charged by a contractor. Voice-mail 

and automated attendants add anywhere from $2,500 to $5,000 

to the cost of small systems. Call accounting systems cost 

anywhere from $500 to $1,500 and are based on the PC (IBM or 

compatible). Many small PBXs, especially those designed for 

motel applications, have the call accounting system built-in and 

all that is required is a printer. 

Table 2 should be used with some caution. Central Office 

trunks circuits usually come in multiples of 2 or 4, and station 

circuits come in multiples of 4 or 8. This means that if a system 

with 10 stations is required, the cost actually would be based on 

12 or 16 station circuits. 

In the more urban areas of Alaska, the central office switch

ing systems are capable of Centrex (an abbreviation of CEN
1Ral EXchange), which provides PBX-like or key system-like 

·features without a PBX or key system on the end-user premises. 

The Centrex system is owned by the serving telephone company 

and is a regulated service, whereas the PBX or key system is 

customer owned and a deregulated service. 
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TABLE 2. 	 KEY SYSTEM AND SMALL PBX COST 

ESTIMATING GUIDE. 

Item 	 Unit Cost 

Key System Common t $80 to $100* 

Equipment 

C.O. Trunk Interface $40 to $45 per trunk 

Station Interface $20 to $25 per station 

Telephone Set, Standard $80 to $100 per set 

Telephone Set, Speaker $105 to $120 per set 

Telephone Set, Display, $140 to $180 per set 

Speaker 

Key System Installation $100 to $125 per station 

Small Private Branch Exchange $100 to $125 per station 
Private Branch Exchange $25 to $50 per station 
Installation 

Voice-Mail/ Automated $2,500 to $5,000 
Attendant 

Call Accounting System $500 to $1,500 

Station Wiring 	 $80 to $150 per station 

*Add $500 for a key system with 16 station capability. 

The supposed advantage of Centrex is that common equip

ment is located in the central office or otherwise shared among 

a large number of users. The cost of this common equipment is 
shared and theoretically should reduce the average cost per line 

making Centrex competitive with a PBX or key system. 

Centrex services are regulated by the Alaska Public Utilities 

Commission (APUC) and tariffs are cost-based. Depending on 

how the tariff is written and how the various (and many) options 

are priced, a Centrex line actually can be much more expensive 

than comparable service provided by a user-owned PBX (this is 

the case with Centrex service provided by Anchorage Tele
phone Utility in Anchorage). 

Centrex conceivably can be provided in any Alaskan com

munity served by any of the larger central office switching 

systems, such as the Northern Telecom DMS-10 or DMS-100 

and Siemens Stromberg Carlson DCO. These systems are used 

in just about every community in Alaska with population 

greater than 1,500. However, Centrex requires special software 

and, in some cases, special hardware, so it may not be available 

everywhere these switching systems are installed. 

In addition to providing many special PBX-like features on 

the familiar ''2500 set," some Centrex systems interface with the 

so-called "feature set." This interface consists of a special line 

circuit in the central office that uses out-of-band signaling (that 

is, out of the 4 kHz voice band; the signaling is Amplitude Shift 

Keying-ASK-at 8kHz) to provide special features and func

tions at the end-user telephone set. This type of service is 

available in Anchorage. 

LOOP INTERFACE SIGNALING 

Regular telephone sets interface to the PTN and a PBX or 

key system using a loop-start signaling protocol.[8] The state 

diagram for this protocol is shown in Figure 9. The illustration 

indicates a PBX line but its also valid for a regular telephone set. 

Loop-start signaling uses loop current flow to indicate a busy 

condition (off-hook). An open loop (no current flow) indicates 

an idle condition (on-hook). In the idle condition, the terminal 

equipment presents a high resistance to the loop ( 150 kohm) 

and the ring lead is at -48 V de with respect to the tip lead. 
When the call is from the PTN to an idle (on-hook) terminal 

equipment, the central office applies ringing voltage to the ring 

lead. The terminal equipment answers (off-hook) by placing a 

low resistance on the loop. 

A clear backward disconnect is indicated when the terminal 

equipment opens the loop so no current flows. No clear forward 

disconnect signal is passed to the line from the central office. A 

similar sequence takes place when the terminal equipment origi
nates a call as shown. Due to switching system design, there can 

be up to 4 seconds delay between the time the called line is 
seized and ringing voltage is applied to it. This explains why an 

outgoing call sometimes collides with an incoming call that had 
not yet had time to ring. 

It is conceivable, and highly probable with a busy PBX, a 

call could originate from both ends of a line within an interval of 

up to 4 seconds, and the incoming call will collide with the 

outgoing call, this is called glare. If glare occurs frequently, 

overall network efficiency is reduced, to say nothing of the 

annoyance to the users. To eliminate glare, an optional method 

called ground-start signaling is used.[8] Ground-start signaling 
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is the preferred signaling method 

when the tenninal equipment in

cludes a switChing system, such as 

a PBX. Its advantages are: 

• Greatly reduced likelihood 

of glare occurring during 

the silent ringing interval. 

• Positive indication of line 

seizure whether or not ring

ing voltage is present. 

• Provides a start-dial indica

tion to the tenninal equip

ment without it having to 

detect dialtone. 

• Usually provides a positive 

indication of network dis

connect if the terminal 

equipment remains off

hook after the network re

turns to idle. 

The signaling state diagram for 

ground-start signaling is shown in 

Figure 10. With ground-start sig

naling, a ground is applied to one 

of the conductors of the 2-wire 

loop to seize the line. When the call 

is from the central office to the 

PBX, the central office immedi

ately grounds the tip lead to seize 
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Ringback 
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*No disconnect signal passed to trunk. 

··co may reverse tip and ring at this point. 

tTone dialing assumed. If dial pulse. state pulses between Hi and Lo res. 


Figure 9. 
Loop-start Signaling State Diagram. Reproduced from Fig. 24 of(3], «:> 1992 by the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 

the line. Ringing voltage also is applied but there can be several 

seconds delay between the switching action to place ringing on 

the line and actual voltage appearing. The PBX immediately 

detects the grounded tip lead and will not allow an outgoing call 

from the PBX to use this line, thus avoiding glare. 

Similarly, if a call originates in the PBX and is outgoing to 

the central office, the PBX immediately places a ground on the 

ring lead to seize the line. The central office recognizes this 

condition and prevents other calls from attempting to tenninate 

on the line. The central office then grounds the tip lead and 

returns dialtone after it connects a digit receiver. The grounded 

tip lead frequently is used as a start-dial signal. In the rare 

situation when the PBX and central office seize the line at 

exactly the same time, one or the other is programmed to back 

down and allow the other call to proceed. When the network 

returns to idle, the ground is removed from the tip lead, which 

gives a positive indication of network disconnect. 

Ground-start to loop-start converters are available to allow a 

regular telephone set to be used on a ground-start line during 

emergencies such as a PBX or power failure. These converters 

sometimes are called power failure transfer units. Without them, 

it would be impossible to initiate a call on a ground-start line 
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rules spell out in detail a number of 

tests the terminal equipment must 
C Ring =-48 V 
E 	 pass before it can be certified as suit
N 

able for network connection. These T Tip= Open
R tests cover external environmental 
A 

L conditions such as temperature, hu


Dial and midity, shock and vibration, and volt0 Ringing
F Ring= -48 V ".Ring age surges and the failure modes of 
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!backI 	 Seized Tone** the equipment under these conditions. 
c 	 I 

Tip= Ground 	 There are a number of other reE 	 ..· 
PBX 1----------r- co quired tests concerning the voltages, 

Disc. First Answer* currents, signal power levels and load 

*CO may reverse tip and ring on answer. depending on type of CO equipment. applied by the terminal equipment to 
**Tone dialing assumed. If dial pulse. state pulses between Hi and Lo looo res. the loop (as opposed to the previously 

Figure 10. 	 Ground-start Signaling State Diagram. Reproduced from Fig. 2-5 of[3], © 1992 by the Institute of described conditions, which are ap
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the pennission ofthe IEEE. 

plied to the terminal equipment). Gen

using a regular telephone set. Alternately, telephone sets can be erally, terminal equipment must be designed such that the open 

equipped with a pushbutton that momentarily grounds the ring circuit (no load) voltage at any of its connection points does not 

lead to initiate a line seizure. Once the line returns dialtone, the exceed 70 v for more than one second unless the voltages are 
call can proceed normally as with loop-start signaling. used for network control or signaling and are consistent with the 

telephone company's standards. Ringing is one example of an 

allowable signal that exceeds 70 v. When the terminal equip

ment consists of a PBX, key or similar system, it cannot apply 

more than 56.5 v de or supply more than 140 rnA of de current 

to the loop for off-premises stations. 
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Figu~ 11. FCC Signal Power Limil4tions, Par. 68.308. Reproduced from Fig. 1-12 of[3], © 1992 by the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 
with the permission ofthe IEEE. 

In addition to the opemtional voltages, the FCC limits low· 

level signal voltages, as well. These limitations cover a fre

quency range from approximately 200 Hz to 6 MHz. All tests 

for signal power specify the bandwidth over which the power is 

measured, and all tests are made with loop simulator circuits or 

a standard 600 ohm termination. It is necessary to limit the 

signal power applied to a loop by the terminal equipment be

cause of potential interference to multiplexing and signaling 

equipment used in the network. Figure 11 shows the limitations 

imposed by the FCC rules. 

The load the terminal equipment places on the idle loop is 

determined by its ringer equivalence number (REN). A "stand

ard" ringer has a REN of 1.0 and is defined as the larger of: 

1. 	 25 Megohm on-hook de resistance for all applied 

voltages up to 100 v de; 

2. 	 150 kilohm on-hook de resistance for all applied 

voltages from 100 to 200 v de; 

3. 	 0.6 rnA of de current flowing between tip and ring 

during simulated ringing; and 

4. 	 Either 5,000, 7,000, or 8,000 ohms of ac impedance 

during simulated ringing (depending on the ringer 

type; the latter is the most common). 

The REN for a given piece of terminal equipment is deter

mined by taking the mtio of measured values to the REN defini

tion. A REN of 1.0 means the terminal equipment loads the loop 

the same as a standard load used in the REN definition. For 

most situations, a REN of 1.0 can be considered to be an ac 

coupled load of approximately 5,000 to 10,000 ohms. A device 

with a REN of 2.5 loads the loop 2.5 times as much as the 

standard ringer. It would be equivalent to 2.5 standard loads in 

parallel. The voltages and currents used to determine REN take 
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into account testing the telephone company may perform on 

subscriber loops. 
The maximum REN that can be placed on a loop is 5.0. On 

one hand, a high REN may prevent terminal equipment from 

working properly on long loops. On the other hand, terminal 

equipment must provide at least some on-hook load to the loop 

when it is connected. Prior to deregulation, this allowed the 

telephone company to test the loop for "illegally" connected 

equipment (that is, CPE not provided by the telephone com

pany). Some telephone companies actually made these tests, 

and other companies simply intimidated their subscribers with 

the threat of these tests. Now, there are no requirements that 

terminal equipment even has to be connected to a loop, so this 

minimum load, when present, allows the telephone company to 

distinguish between a shorted line and a valid terminal equip

ment load. The minimum load is 40 kohm or approximately 

0.2REN. 
Table 3 lists the different FCC ringer types. The "B" type 

ringer covers the widest frequency range and can be used in 

almost all applications except those requiring a tuned ringer. 

Some telephone companies use both tuned (frequency selective) 

and straight-line ringers. A straight-line ringer is an untuned 

ringer that usually is designed to work on 20 Hz or 30 Hz. 

Ringing voltages can vary between 105 vac at 16 Hz and 

140 vac at 66 2/3 Hz close to the central office. A long distance 

from the central office, ringing voltages can be as low as 

40 v ac. The ac ringing voltage generally is superimposed on 

-48 v de or, in some cases, on +105 v de (-48 v de is most 

common). 
The FCC specifies a minimum insulation breakdown voltage 

of 1,500 v rms for premises wiring. Of equal importance is the 

requirement by the National Electrical Code, Article 800, which 

requires the premises wiring have a voltage rating of 300 v.[9] 

Unti11990, the actual connection of terminal equipment to 

the PIN was required by the FCC to be through standard plugs 

and standard telephone company jacks. These are the familiar 

"modular" plugs and jacks described later. The telephone com

pany jacks are known as the demarcation point between the 

so-called customer interface and the PTN. The telecommunica

tions industry interpretation of the FCC requirements has been 

controversial and confusing. In orders adopted June 8, 1990 and 

August 10, 1990 in docket 88-57, the FCC modified, and in 

some respects clarified, the demarcation point require

ments.[10] 
The resulting changes to Part 68 relax the requirement for a 

plug and jack demarcation point. Now, a single splice at least 

12 inches from the premises wiring side of the telephone com

pany protector at the telecommunication entrance is acceptable 

as a demarcation point. Jack and plug arrangements still are 

acceptable and are preferable where a test separation point is 

needed. With the FCC ruling, the subscriber has more intercon

nection device choices and presumably can make better use of 

premises wiring, which previously was owned by the telephone 

company. This wiring is now completely "deregulated" and 

owned by the premises owner whether the premises owner 

wants it or not. 
In many states, the public service commissions attempt to 

regulate the demarcation point, but the FCC requirements, in 

FCC RINGER TYPES, REF. PAR. 68.312, 

TABLE 1 OF [4]. 

TABLE3. 

FCC Frequency Nominal 

FrequencyRinging Range 
(Hz)Type (Hz) 

A 20+3 20 

A 30+3 30 

B 15.3-68.0 Any 

c 15.7- 17.4 16 or 16 2/3 

D 19.3- 20.7* 20 

E 24.3-25.7 25 

F 29.3- 30.7* 

G 32.6-34.0 33 1/3 

H 39.2-40.9 40 

J 41.0-43.0 42 

K 49.0-51.0 50 

L 52.9-55.1 54 

M 58.8-61.2 60 

N 65.4-68.0 66,66 2/3 
p 15.3-34.0 16, 16 2/3, 

20, 25, 30, 33 1/3 

Q 20+3 20 

*For frequency selective applications 
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most cases, preempt any state control if there is a conflict. In 

Alaska, the APUC does not specify or regulate the demarcation 
point, leaving it up to the local exchange carriers to comply with 
the FCC requirements. 

In any case, all terminal equipment and associated premises 

wiring is connected to the PIN through a demarcation point of 
some kind, usually a network interface device (NID), which was 
described in Part II. In some cases, terminal equipment may be 

interconnected to equipment in other buildings but may have no 

direct connection to the PIN. Even though this wiring may be 

outside the building, it is still called premises wiring. 

One example of terminal equipment that normally has no 

direct connection to the PTN is equipment associated with local 

area networks. If cables with conductive elements (either metal

lic twisted pair cables or fiber optic cables with conductive 

strength members) are used between buildings, the cables must 

be properly protected and grounded as required by the National 

Electrical Code to ensure personnel safety. 

PREMISES WIRING SYSTEMS 

Premises wiring is any wiring that interconnects terminal 

equipment Premises can be a single building or a group of 

buildings, for example a university campus. The interconnec

tion can be between pieces of terminal equipment or between 

terminal equipment and the telecommunication entrance facili

ties (network interface) of an exchange carrier. Other names for 

premises wiring are station wiring and inside wiring. 

Premises wiring traditionally has been designed and installed 

for a particular application such as voice telephony or vendor 

specific Local Area Networks, LAN, (for example, mM token 

ring or DEC Ethernet). During a building's life, this approach 
led to many layers of building wiring-one for each application, 

congested raceway and plenum systems, and inadequate per
formance as data transmission speeds and bandwidth require

ments increased. 
A structured wiring system for commercial buildings was 

standardized by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) and 
Telecommunication Industries Association (TIA) in 1991.[11] 

This standard, which will be called simply EIA/fiA-568 

throughout this article, defines a generic wiring system based on 
a hierarchical structure that supports multi-vendor and multi

product networks over a time period projected to be more than 

10 years. For simple applications that do not require a structured 

wiring system, one or two lines, EIA also issued a wiring 

standard for residential and light commercial buildings.[12]. 
Finally, EIA issued a standard for telecommunication raceways 

and building spaces occupied by telecommunication equip
ment[13] 

Premises wiring usually is not subjected to the same electri
cal or physical environment as outside plant cables. However, 

the cabling inside of buildings presents another set of problems 
to be considered by the designer, builder and users of such 

systems. These are noise and transmission performance and fire 

hazard problems. 

In twisted pair cable premises wiring systems, the cables are 
not always shielded for economic reasons, and this can lead to 

problems with electromagnetic interference (EMI), especially in 

industrial environments. Premises wiring can be a noise source 

or noise receptor. With short runs, signals on premises wiring 

usually have negligible effect on other systems. The reverse is 
also true; other systems have negligible effect on these signals. 

On longer runs, however, the lack of shielding can allow trans
mission degradation through noise pickup and crosstalk, and 

premises wiring also can act as a transmitting antenna. Where 

twisted pair cables are used with LANs or other digital trans

mission systems, transmission performance, especially cros
stalk, impedance matching and attenuation, are very important 

issues. 
In addition to the transmission problems facing the users and 

designers of premises cabling systems, the uncontrolled deploy

ment of polyolefin (plastic) insulated and jacketed cables inside 
buildings can lead to safety problems even in minor fires or 
other situations where the cable insulation may bum. Flame 

spread and bum byproducts (toxicity) are of concern in any 

building installation. 
To reduce the safety hazard, the regulations covering prem

ises cabling systems have become progressively tighter with 
each new edition of the National Electrical Code (NEC), Article 
800. The application or location of a particular part of the 
premises cabling determines the type of covering or jacket 

required by the NEC. 
The coverings are coded as shown in Table 4 for metallic 

cables and Table 5 for optical fiber cables in descending order 

of fire resistance rating. A more complete discussion on the 

various cable types used in communications and communica-
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tions related applications in buildings can be found in [14] and 

[15]. 

Generally, any listed cable type may be used anywhere it is 
enclosed in conduit or raceway. However, if the cable is not· 

enclosed in a raceway, it must be listed for the application. 

Cables with a "P" suffix (for example, CMP) may be used in 

plenums and all other applications. Cables with an "R" suffix 

(for example, CMR) may be used in risers and all other applica

tions except plenums. Cables with a "G" or no suffix (for 

example, CM) may be used in all applications except risers and 

plenums. Cables with the "G" suffix were included for the first 

time in the 1993 NBC to "harmonize" the NEC with the Cana

dian electrical code. Cables with the "X" suffix (for example, 

CMX), if less than 0.25 inches in diameter (this applies to most 

2 to 4 pair cables), may be used only in one- or two-family 

dwellings and in multifamily dwellings if not concealed. 

Multipurpose cables can be used for communication applica

tions as well as other applications (for example, signal, control, 

and alarm). Communications cables and wiring systems cov

ered by the NEC are required to have a minimum voltage rating 

of 300 Volts. Fiber optic cables with all-dielectric construction 

greatly exceed this rating because there is nothing in the cable 

that conducts. 

Twisted pair cables are assigned transmission performance 

levels by different standards bodies. These are compared in 

Table 6. Of particular importance are how these cables are 

applied. The major considerations are:[l6] 

TABLE 4. 	 PREMISES WIRING COVERINGS-METALLIC 

CONDUCTORS DESCENDING ORDER OF 

FIRE RATING. 

Type Covering 

Multipurpose plenum cable MPP 
Communications plenum cable CMP 

Multipurpose riser cable MPR 
Communications riser cable CMR 
Multipurpose cable MPG,MP 

General Purpose Communications cable CMG,CM 

Limited use communications cable CMX 
Undercarpet communications cable CMUC 

• Network Type: 

• Analog voice 

• Digital voice 


·Ethernet 


·Token Ring 


• Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) 

• Frequency at which network operates 

• Shielding requirements 

• Length of network nodes (also called lobe length) 

• Number of network nodes 

• Types of connecting devices to be used 

• Space 

• Equipment floorspace requirements 

• Raceway requirements and availability 

• Jacket requirements per the NEC 

• Future needs 

• Industry standards 

• System life 

Common applications for each cable performance category 

are shown in Figure 12. Also shown in this figure are the 

frequency ranges for each performance category so applications 

beyond the scope of those shown can be envisioned. Cables 

TABLES. 	 PREMISES WIRING COVERINGS-OPTICAL 

FIBERS DESCENDING ORDER OF FIRE 

RATING. 

Type 	 Covering 

Nonconductive plenum cable OFNP 

Conductive plenum cable OFCP 

Nonconductive riser cable OFNR 

Conductive riser cable OFCR 

Nonconductive general purpose cable OFNG 

Conductive general purpose cable OFCG 

Nonconductive general purpose cable OFN 
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Figure 12. Premises Cable Applicatio11s a1Ul Freque11cy Ra11ges 

should not be used with applications that use frequency compo

nents or spectra beyond the specified frequency range. 

The requirements and uses of premises wiring are basically 

the same in rural Alaska as anywhere else. However, in most 

rural applications, any wiring placed on the outside surface of a 

building is subject to low temperatures, which can cause the 

plastic insulation and jacket to crack if it is under any stress at 

all. Also, it is easy for children to tamper with and for dogs to 

chew on wiring on the outside of buildings. These are obvious, 

but often overlooked, problems that greatly lower the reliability 

of any exterior premises wiring. For this reason, exposed out

door wiring runs should be avoided wherever possible. 

If 4-conductor (quad or 2 pair) station wiring-also called 

I/0 for Inside/Outside-must be installed on the outside of 

buildings, it should be the highest quality available and stapled 

to the underside of beveled siding or other horizontal sheathing. 

If the wiring is exposed to freezing rain or melting snow, the 

weight of the ice build-up will pull the wiring down. Staples 

should be placed at no less than 6 in. intervals and more often 

wherever the wiring is bent or turns a corner. Wherever possible 

the exterior wiring should be placed above the reach of people 

and dogs. 

Where wiring has been damaged it should be replaced as a 

ftrst choice. However, in many situations this would be prohibi

tively expensive, so it is acceptable to splice the wiring. Water

proof mechanical splices always should be used to connect the 

individual conductors. Twisting should not be used because 

oxide will form on the untinned copper conductors used in most 

premises wiring and the twisted splice will fail or become noisy. 

The spliced conductors should be bundled and taped with a 

waterproof tape and sealed with a sealer such as 3M Scotchkote. 
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tor types (a) and a few common wiring configurations associCONNECTION DEVICES 
ated with modular connectors (b), (c), and (d). Typical applica

The physical shape and size of the modular plugs and jacks tions for these connectors are described in the following 
used to connect terminal equipment to the premises wiring paragraphs. Not all connector types or wiring patterns are de
system and to connect the premises wiring system to the PTN scribed here. A more complete description can be found in [4]. 
interface are defmed in the FCC rules, Subpart F of 4 7 CFR Part RJ-11: By far the most common connector is the 6-position 
68.[4] Subpart F also gives wiring patterns for Universal Serv plug called RJ-llW (wall mounted) or RJ-llC (all others) 
ice Ordering Codes (USOC), which are the familiar ''RJ" series shown in Figure 13 (b). Although the RJ-11 has six positions, 
of plugs and jacks. only two positions are used-tip and ring in positions 4 and 3, 

The FCC specifies three basic connector types---6-position, respectively. This connector is used in all residential and single 
8-position and 50 position-where the number of positions is line business applications including telephone answering de
the number of electrical contacts. The 8-position connector is vices (TAOs), facsimile machines and ancillary devices. 
specified in keyed and unkeyed versions. Not all positions on a RJ-14: The RJ-14W and RJ-14C connectors, shown in Fig
connector need to be wired. Figure 13. shows the basic connec ure 13 (c), are commonly used with two-line telephone sets. 

TABLE 6. TWISTED PAIR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON. 

Parameter EIA mM UL 	 NEMA Bell core 

Conductor sizes 22,24AWG 22,24,26AWG 22,24AWG 22, 24, 26 AWG 24AWG 

Impedance 100ohm 150ohm 100ohm 100, 150ohm 100 

Cable sizes s 6pair s 6pair s 25 pair s 6pair any 
Shielding* UTP STP STP/UTP STP!UT UTP** 

Published EIA/TIA-568 GA27-3773-1 200-120 WC63 .. TA-NWT-000133 
specification TSB-36 

Performance Category Type*** Level Designation Category 
1-5 1-9 I-V Standard, low 1-5 

1A,2A,6A loss, low loss
8A,9A extended 

frequency 

Equivalent 1 (none) I (none) 1 
performance to 2 Type3 II (none) 2 
EIA/TIA.-568 	 3 (none) Til Standard 3 

4 (none) N Lowloss 4 
5 Cables with v Lowloss, 5 

"A" suffix extended 

frequency 

Note: * UTP-Unshielded Twisted Pair; STP-Shielded Twisted Pair. 

** The technical advisory does not preclude STP. 
*** The ffiM types describe a combination of construction and electrical performance. 
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Figure 13. Wiring Configurations for Typical Plugs and Jacks: (a) Basic connector types; (b) R]llW or RJJJC; (c) RJ14W or 
RJJ4C,· (d) RJ3JX. 

This connector is another 6-position device, but four connec

tions are used (T1 andR1, for line 1, in positions4 and 3, T2 and 

R2, for line 2, in positions 2 and 5). The only way to tell the 

difference between an RJ -11 and RJ-14 is the number of active 

positions. 

RJ-31: For terminal equipment requiring a series connection 

with premises wiring (for example, alarm or call detail record

ing devices), the RJ-31X is commonly used as shown in Figure 

13 (d). This connector has eight positions and is slightly wider 

than the 6-position connector. When the plug is withdrawn 

from the jack, the shorting bars slip into position to maintain 

continuity between the 

T and T1 positions and 

Rand R1 positions. 

RJ-21, RJ•22, RJ
23: One example of the 

50-position (25-pair) 

miniature ribbon con

nector is the RJ-21X. 

This connector gener

ally is used anywhere 

distribution wiring is 

provided in 25 pair 

multiples. The RJ-21, 

RJ-22 and RJ-23 are 

commonly used for 

connecting PBX and 

key system equipment 

Several other versions 

exist. Older electrome

chanical key system 

(generically called 

1A2) station sets use 

the 50-position connec

tor exclusively. 

RJ-41 & RJ-45: 
The RJ-41S and RJ-45S 

connectors are used to 

connect Data Commu

nication Equipment 

(DCE), such as mo

dems, to the PTN. The 

connectors are keyed and are configured to provide proper 

transmission levels at the network interface. An 8-position con

nector frequently is used in twisted pair premises wiring sys

tems to interconnect computer workstations and local area 
networks. In applications like these, the connector is frequently, 

but incorrectly, called an RJ-45. This designation is incorrect 

because RJ-45 refers to a wiring pattern that is not consistent 

with local area network connectors (discussed more later). 

RJ-48: An 8-position connector is used as the network inter

facefortwisted pair T-carrier loops (DS-1 rate, 1.544 Mbps; see 

Part II of this article series), subrate digital services and local 

area networks on subscriber premises. A 50-position ribbon 
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connector also is specified-for these types of applications. The 

8-position connector is designated RJ-48C or RJ-48X, de~~d
ing on the requirements for a shorting bar, and the 50-poslUon 
connectors are designated RJ-48M and RJ-48T (the RJ-48M is 
configured for 8 circuits and the RJ-48T is configured for 12 
circuits). The RJ-48S is a keyed version of the 8-position con
nector. Some connectors have contacts dedicated to shield in
tegrity. Details of the DS-1 interface can be found in [17]. 

The 8-position connector also is specified for twisted pair 

applications by the IEEE standard for the local area network that 
uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMNCD), widely known as Ethernet or 10BaseT.[18] The 

same connector is used with the twisted pair applications of the 
Token Ring local area network specified in another IEEE stand
ard (this standard also specifies a 6-position connector).[19) 

The 8-position modular connector also is used with the ISDN 
interface defined in [20]. As would be expected, all of these 
interfaces are wired differently. Finally, the 8-position connec
tor is specified in the EIA/TIA structured wiring standard, 

which assigns each conductor of a 4-pair cable to one of the 
eight positions (rather than function/position assignment).[11] 
Two wiring configurations are specified, called T568A ("TIA'') 

and T568B (''AT&T''), respectively.[ll) The latter indicates the 
influence AT&T has on standards-making bodies. 

Tables 7, 8 and 9 can be used as a guide in sorting out the 
different wiring configurations. When circuits have separate 
transmit and receive circuits (4-wire), the directions normally 
are indicated by the nomenclature T, Rand Tl, Rl. T, R indi

cates tip, ring-transmit and Tl, Rl indicates tip, ring-receive. 
The direction (transmit or receive) usually is taken with respect 

to the network; that is, the T,R leads are used to transmit from 
the network to the customer interface. Where circuits are inter
connected, the sense of direction must be maintained. Normally, 
this means the T, R leads from the network (transmit) are 

connected to the Tl, R1 of the customer interface (receive). 
Since variations in nomenclature exist, especially where carrier 
transmission equipment is involved, it is more important to use 
a common direction reference than it is to use a common no
menclature. 

SOME PROBLEMS WITH CERTAIN TERMINAL 
EQUIPMENT 

The EIA standard for telephone sets does not specify opera

tion below 20 rnA loop current.[51 At currents less than 20 rnA, 
either the telephone set will not have enough power to work or 
the central office line circuit will not have enough current to 
detect a loop seizure or perform other supervisory functions, 
such as ring trip. When low loop current is a problem, the 
telephone set usually fails firsL This is especially true of the 

popular 2-line telephone sets that have light emitting diodes 
(LED) to indicate line status (such as busy, hold or ringing). 
These telephone sets normally require more line power than a 
set without LEDs, so they may fail at some loop current value 

above20mA 
This problem can be viewed in terms of worse case voltages 

and power at the terminal equipmenL Assume the telephone set 
can be represented by a 400 ohm resistor that is placed across a 

loop having 1,500 ohms resistance in series with premises wir
ing having 30 ohms loop resistance. If the loop is fed by a 

50 v de power source through balanced 400 ohm battery feed 
resistors (these are realistic values), the loop current will be 18 

rnA and the voltage drop across the battery feed resistors, loop, 
and premises wiring will be 42.7 v. This leaves 7.3 v or around 
130 m W for operation of the telephone set, which is not much. 
LEDs of the type used in telephone sets typically require 15mA 
to 20 rnA and consume 60 mW to 80 mW, leaving that much 
less for telephone set operation. 

Some types of pair gain devices used by the telephone com
pany, such as subscriber carrier remote terminals, use a constant 
current source that is capable of putting out only 20 rnA to 
23 rnA current into a loop with de resistance no greater than 450 
ohms. Since the telephone set may have 400 ohms resistance, 
only 50 ohms is left for the premises wiring and telephone 
company service wire (drop). Premises wiring can easily have 

30 ohms resistance. In these instances, some telephone sets will 
not work, or will work intermittently. Most telephone sets with 
LED indicators will not work at all with a loop current of 20 rnA 
as previously indicated. 

The problems oflow loop current can be overcome by boost
ing the service drop voltage with an external power supply as 
shown in Figure 14. This power supply is located on the sub
scriber's premises and must have floating output (isolated from 
ground). It is placed in series with the tip or ring lead, observing 
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proper polarity. Each volt of boost increases the signaling range premises wiring, they can be radiated, conducted or induced 
by almost 50 ohms. This is an inexpensive loop extender that into telephone sets or other terminal equipment where the radio 
can be used as a field solution to a typical field problem. It signal is demodulated and turned into RFI. Ferrite beads, toroi
should not be used except with carrier (or radio) derived loops. dal cores, tuned coiVcapacitor filter combinations or capacitors 

Another problem with some pair gain devices is the ringing alone can eliminate or reduce this type of noise. Ferrite beads or 
method. These systems put out around 80 v ac to 90 v ac ringing toroidal cores used to reduce RFI should be lossy at the interfer
voltage with no de bias. As noted previously, central office line ing signal frequencies and efficient at voice frequencies. Typi
circuits bias the ac ringing voltage with -48 v de or + 105 v de. 

Some terminal equipment, in particular TAD and some older 
TABLE 7. 6-POSITION CONNECTOR. facsimile machines, require the de bias in order to detect ring


ing. This means these devices will not work if connected to a Type/ 

pair gain device that does not provide de bias. Contact No. 1 2 
 3 4 5 6 

Radio frequency interference (RFI) is a familiar problem 

with terminal equipment and is especially troublesome in areas RJ-llC/W R T 
where good earth grounds are not possible. This includes areas RJ-14C/W T-2 R-1 T-1 R-2 
of extensive permafrost, seasonally frozen ground, or poorly Token Ring TX- RX+ RX- TX+ 
conducting soil, and towns built directly on mountain slopes (IEEE 802.5) 
and bedrock-in other words, much of Alaska. Good grounding 

tends to reduce 

RFI (as well as TABLES. 8-POSIDON CONNECTOR. 

powerline inter-
Type/Contact No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Key

ference) on out

side plant cables, 
RJ-31X Rl R T T1 No 

so RFI usually is 
RJ-4IS R(FL) T(FL) R(PF) T(PL) PR PC Yes

less of a problem 
RJ-45S R(PL) T(PL) PR PC Yes

in areas with good 
RJ-48C R T RI T1 SII SI No

conductive soils. 
RJ-48S Rl T1 T R Yes

Where radio 
RJ-48X R T Rl T1 SII SI No

signals, such as 
T568A (fiA)[ll] T-3 R-3 T-2 R-1 T-1 R-2 T-4 R-4 No

from a local radio 
T568B (AT&'D[ll] T-2 R-2 T-3 R-1 T-1 R-3 T-4 R-4 No

station, are not 
IOBaseT (IEEE 802.3)[18] TD+ TD- RD+ RD- No 

su fficien tl y at-
Token Ring (IEEE 802.5)[19] TX- RX+ RX- TX+ No

tenuated by the 
ISDN (ANSI Tl.601)[20] T/R R/T Nooutside plant ca

ble shields or 

TABLE9. 50-POSITION CONNECTOR. 

Type/Contact No. 1 26 2 27 3 28 • 23 48 24 49 25 50 

RJ-21X R-1 T-1 R-2 T-2 R-3 T-3 R-23 T-23 R-24 T-24 R-25 T-25 

RJ-23X R-1 T-1 Al-l A-1 R-2 T-2 R-12 T-12 Al-12 A-12 

RJ-48M R-1 T-1 Rl-1 TI-l RI-8 Tl-8 

RJ-48T R-1 T-1 Rl-1 TI-l R-2 T-2 R-12 T-12 Rl-12 Tl-12 
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Nomenclature for Table 7, 8 and 9 

T Tip (for a 4-wire circuit, the direction is from network R-2 Ring,Line2 

to customer interface) FL Fixed Loss Loop connection 

R Ring (for a 4-wire circuit, the direction is from network PL Programmable Loss Loop connection 

to customer interface) PR Pad programming resistor connection 

T1 Tip (for a 4-wire circuit, the direction is transmit to PC Pad programming resistor connection 

network from customer interface) SI Shield Integrity (from network cable) 

R1 Ring (for a 4-wire circuit, the direction is transmit Sll Shield Integrity (to network cable) 

to network from customer interface) A1 Lamp control lead, common (applies to 1A2 electrome

T-1 Tip, Line 1 chanica! key systems) 

R-1 Ring, Line 1 A Lamp control lead (applies to 1A2 electromechanical 

T-2 Tip,Line2 key systems) 

Premises To be most effective, RF fllters must 

- be installed in or at the terminal equipAnalog ----1-_ Wiring I 
Carrier Drop 

ment because that is where the demodula

tion usually takes place. Also, RF1 oftenNIDT 
Carrier Remote ,--	

is a localized problem at only certain ( Line 	 SubscriberTerminal -100 11-F., 50 V 
) Channel Terminal types of terminal equipment. For exam

Equip.
'---- To Central 

Line 
R I\ 

If 
ple, a local radio station may be heard at 

Office Voltage interfering levels on one telephone set, Terminal v -+ Each volt. V, of 	 but not another in the same household. 
boost extends drop by 

Low Voltage, approximately 50 ohms Typical solutions to RF1 are discussed 
Low Current in readily available literature.[3, 21, 22, Power Supply 

23] Some successful and easy to imple

ment solutions are discussed below and 

shown in Figure 15. doc 
• Insert 	the tip and ring leads 

Figure14. 	 Subscriber Carrier Remote Termi1Ull Loop Extender. Reproduced from Fig. 9-6 of[3], 4:> 1992 through ferrite beads, close to or 
by the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 

inside the telephone set to reduce 
cally, RF1 is from AM broadcast transmitters in the range of 500 longitudinal (common-mode) noise-Figure 15 (a). 
kHz to 1,600 kHz, so materials lossy at these frequencies should 

• Insert the tip and ring leads individually through ferrite be used. 
beads close to or inside the telephone set to reduce RF1 is most annoying to voice conversations and seems to 
metallic-mode (differential-mode) noise. The samehave little effect on modems unless it is excessively high. How
number of beads should be used on each lead to provide ever, situations exist where RF1 is not heard but still causes 
a balanced circuit-Figure 15 (b).signaling problems in terminal equipment. Some automatic 

FAX/TAD switching devices are particularly susceptible to • Wrap the telephone set cord around a split toroid or 
RFI. Also, cheap telephone sets work notoriously well as radio rectangular core. This provides the same results as 1 
receivers (and, unfortunately not as well as telephone sets). above-Figure 15 (c). 
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• 	 Connect capacitors 

(typically 0.01 uF or 

0.001 uF) tip

ground, ring

ground, and tip-ring 

close to or inside the 

telephone set to re

duce common-mode 

and differential 

mode noise. The ca

pacitors should 

always be high qual

ity/high frequency 

types, rated at least 

600 V and wired to 

provide a balanced 

connection- Fig

ure 15 (d). 

• 	 Connect capacitors 

(same values as in 4 

above) across the 

telephone set trans

mitter. This filters 

the demodulated 

RFI caused by the 

transmitter non

linear elements

Figure 15 (e). 

• 	 If terminal equip

ment is ac powered, 

use powerline filters 

or wrap the power 

cord around a split 

toroid or rectangular 

core close to the ter

minal equipment; 

reducing noise con

ducted into the 

equipment from the 

powerline-Figure 

15 (f). 

Telephone Instrument Telephone Instrument 

To Switch Hook To Switch Hook 

Ll L2 

(a) (b) 

(c) 


Telephone Instrument 


Green 


Yellow 
 0.01-0.001 llF 
Capacitor 

Red 

Black 

(d) Modular 
Jack 

Telephone 
Instrument 

To Network 

Red 

0.01
0.001 llF 

Handset 
Transmitter 

Power 
Jack 

(e) 

Figure IS. RF Filters for Terminal Equipment. Reproduced from Fig. 8-3 of [3], «:> 1992 by the Institute ofElectrical and 
Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 

• Use any combination of the above. 
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TERMINAL EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS CONTINUED 

Many times a cable pair suitable for use as a regular switched 

line will initially work just as well as a dedicated (nonswitched) 

line. This can occur where a switched loop is disconnected and 

then reconnected as a data line. After some period of time, 

however, the data line will become noisy or show excessive 

loss. The reason for this is that during use as a switched line, at 

least 20 rnA of loop current was flowing when the line was in 

use (off-hook). This current flow tended to keep the mechanical 

splices clean of oxides or high resistance ftlms. 

With dedicated lines carrying voice or data signals, however, 

the only currents that flow on the loop are the very low-level 

signals themselves. This is called a "dry loop." These low-level 

currents are not enough to keep the splices clean, and they will 

"noise up" or appear as a high-impedance circuit to the signal. 

A simple solution is to use sealing current on loops that do not 

carry at least 10 rnA or 20 rnA de during use. 

Sealing current generators apply a balanced 10 rnA, 20 rnA, 

or 30 rnA de current onto the loop. This is called a "wet loop." 

Sealing current generators can be applied to 2-wire or 4-wire 

circuits with equal success and many times are provided as a 

part of network interface or network terminal equipment. Most 

sealing current generators have a "flash" feature that initially 

pulses the loop with a high value current to clear splice oxida

tion. After a few seconds the current is automatically reduced to 

the steady-state value. 

Two sealing current applications are shown in Figure 16. A 

2-wire loop has repeat coils at each end as shown in Fig

ure 16 (a). Repeat coils are impedance matching transformers 

specially designed to maintain their electrical characteristics 

with de on the windings. The sealing current generator is con

nected as shown to the A-B leads of the repeat coil at one end. 

The A-B leads of the repeat coil at the other end are shorted 

together to provide de continuity. A capacitor is used at the 

generator end to provide continuity at voice frequencies. The 

4-wire loop has a similar arrangement as shown in Fig

ure 16 (b). 

A peculiar terminal equipment problem in the Alaska inter

exchange network occurred when Alascom converted their 

larger rural earth stations from analog transmission technology 

to digital transmission. Prior to this, all Alascom earth stations 

used single-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) or frequency division 

multiplexing (FDM), both analog transmission technologies. 

Standard FSK low speed modems operating at 300 bps worked 

reasonably well (acceptable error rate) but modems operating at 

1200 bps and higher and facsimile machines worked poorly, if 
at all. Only higher speed modems with internal or external error 

detection and correction protocols worked, but with reduced 

throughput. The problem was worse in earth stations that used 

SCPC. This poor performance led to chronic service quality 

complaints, most of which were never satisfactorily resolved. 

When Alascom converted an earth station to digital, the 

facsimile machines in the area served by that earth station 

started working perfectly. At the same time, for reasons never 

fully determined, modems operating at 300 bps stopped work

ing. This led to experimentation with modem operating speeds, 

and it was found that a modem switchable between 300 bps and 

1200 bps worked fine at 1200 bps. 

The digital earth stations use a high degree of compression to 

conserve bandwidth. That is, the data stream (which may be an 

encoded voice or modem tone signal) is stripped of any redun

dancy and compressed into an effectively lower aggregate bit 

rate. In this type of equipment, tones are handled differently 

ti¥m voice signals. Apparently, the encoding and compression 

algorithms cannot cope with or are not compatible with low 

speed FSK modulation and probably have been optimized for 

the modulation methods used by facsimile and higher speed 

modems. 

OTHER REGULATORY ISSUES 

There are a number of regulatory issues that have or will 

have a direct impact on telecommunications in Alaska. A few 

were briefly discussed in Part I. These were the proposed regu

lations for statewide directory assistance and competition in the 

interexchange (long distance) markets. Competition is well un

derway in Alaska, and it is most evident in the metropolitan and 

urban areas. Although competition has been available in the 

interstate market since late 1982, it is in the process of taking a 

new twist. 

Between 1968 and 1982, Alascom and its predecessor, RCA 

Alascom, served both the interstate and intrastate long distance 

markets in Alaska exclusively. There were no other competi

tors, such as AT&T, MCI and Sprint, which were available in 

the lower 48, until GCI introduced competitive interstate serv-
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------------------

ice in 1982. GCI introduced 


competitive intrastate serv
 Central Office 
Two-Wire Loop t Terminal Equip. 

ice in 1991. Repeat Coil Repeat Coil 
T TIn early 1992, Alascom Capacitor for 


asked the FCC to approve '-...:,...:...__....._....:V:..:.F,.:.C::..:o:.:..;ntinuity Typical 

Maximum
the sale of its interstate mar

Loop Resistance @loa=ket to AT&T. At about the 2,0000hms 

same time, Alascom asked Simplex 

Leads (SX)


the APUC to approve the 


transfer of its intrastate long I 


I 


distance market to one of its - 1 Constant Source (Typically Set at 20 mA)

I 

sister companies, Telephone 


Utilities of Alaska (TUA). 

·---- Sealing Current Generator

Apparently, the only thing 


to be retained by Alascom is 
 -48V 

its unregulated private line 


business. 


Needless to say, these Four-Wire Loop t 
Repeat Coils 


proposed actions have 


raised much controversy, 

Typical 


most of which is related to Maximum 

Loop Resistance 
 @loa:the monopoly issue (by 4,0000hms 

TUA, which owns the ma


jority of local exchanges in 

Capacitor

Alaska) and the loss of sub for Filtering 

sidies now paid into the 


Alaska network by AT&T. 
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Figure 16. Sealing Current Generator Application. Reproduced from Fig. 8-4 of[3], © 1992 by the Institute ofElectricalof Alaska, and others, being 

and Electronics Engineers, Inc., with the permission ofthe IEEE. 
publicly against any change. 

Whether or not the proposed 
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transfers will place is anybody's guess as of this writing. 

Another issue which presently is having a large impact on 

local exchange and interexchange carriers in Alaska, and else

where in the United States, is the "800 portability issue." IN

ward Wide Area Transport Service, INW ATS, is a service by 

which people can call long distance to a particular 800 number 

on a toll-free basis. The company with the 800 number pays for 

the call on a bulk basis, which is the reverse of the normal 
situation where the calling number normally pays for the call on 

a call basis.INW ATS numbers start with the three digits "800" 

and are assigned according to a particular numbering scheme; 

the total number is 10 digits, 800-NXX-:XXXX, where NXX is 

geographically and exchange carrier unique. The present NXX 

code for Alaska is 478. 

This means, if a company with an existing 800 number 

moves or buys the service from another interexchange carrier, 

that company must accept a new 800 number at its new location 

or from its new carrier. Also, companies with geographically 

dispersed service locations must have multiple 800 numbers, 

one for each location. Some companies may want to route their 

800 calls based on time-of-day or caller location. Neither fea
ture presently is available. The INW ATS business is extremely 

large (Billions of dollars annually) and, with all the intelligence 

in the telecommunications network, it did not make sense to 

INWATS subscribers that they had to put up with this kind of 
inconvenience. 

Being able to keep the same 800 nu'llber anywhere in the 

country or from any carrier (that is, have a portable 800 number) 

has obvious commercial advantages. Also, there are obvious 

advantages to having one 800 number for multiple locations, 

and it would be nice if the network could decide which location 

to send the call to based on the caller's location or time of day. 

As has happened a number of times in the telecommunica

tions industry, most specifically with AT&T and the Bell Oper

ating Companies (BOC) in the lower 48, the FCC had to 

mandate certain changes in order that they take place. There
fore, the BOCs are required to provide 800 number portability 

by March 1993. This requirement also applies to GTE compa

nies, which mimicked the BOC's monopolistic practices prior 

to deregulation. 

The key to portability is the added network capabilities pro

vided by Signaling System No. 7 (SS7), which uses an out-of

band digital data link between switching systems.3 Out-of-band 

simply means the network signaling follows a different path 

than the call itself. This allows rapid access to 800 and line 

information databases without using expensive trunk and trans
mission circuits. It also provides the advantage of being able to 

determine if a called line is busy, among many other things, 

without actually setting up a trunk and transmission connection 

between switching systems. A simple query is made over the 
data link. The 800 database holds routing information for each 

800 number and the line information database (LIDB) holds 

telephone credit-card verification information. 

The problems and costs of building and maintaining an 800 

number database and certain other SS7 functions are large, and 

none of the exchange carriers in Alaska are implementing local 

databases. SS7 provides a hierarchy of signaling and service 

access points to databases, which are much to complicated to 

describe in this article, but which are being implemented in 
Alaska as this article is being written (November, 1992). Sev

eral exchange carriers in Alaska plan to implement access to 

line information databases and 800 number databases provided 

by others. It should be noted the FCC order was aimed directly 
at the BOCs 'and not the so-called independent telephone com

panies, such as those in Alaska and many other parts of the 

United States. However, the resulting telecommunications 

whirlwind affects virtually every exchange carrier simply be
cause 800 calls are made from virtually every telephone. No 

carrier wants to provide inferior 800 service. 

Part of the FCC mandate is the access time for an 800 call. 

The initial requirement is that 95% of all 800 calls be served 

within five seconds after the caller dials the last digit of the 800 

number. This changes to 100% ofall calls must be served within 

five seconds in 1995. It remains to be seen if 800 number 

portability takes effect in the lower 48 and Alaska by March 
1993 and if the access time requirements are met. 

Signaling System 7 is internationally standardized by CCITT [24] with specific implementation used in North America 

specificied bny Bellcore [25]. 
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The reason 800 number portability issue is so important to 

exchange carriers in Alaska is the cost of implementation, espe

cially in small rural central offices. A small central office may 

cost from $50,000 to $125,000 to build without SS7 capability. 

The cost of adding SS7 capability to these systems is about 

$150,000, although this depends on many factors. It is not 

completely clear that SS7 capability is even necessary in small 

central offices. 

Whatever is determined to be the fmal requirement, having 

access to 800 numbers from Alaska is important. Studies by 

Matanuska Telephone Association and Anchorage Telephone 

Utility have shown that approximately 34% of all long distance 

calls made from the Matanuska-Susitna Valley area and 25% 

from the Anchorage area are to 800 numbers.[26] The percent

age is most likely higher in rural Alaska. 

Aside from the portable 800 numbers, the state regulatory 

requirements enforced by the APUC are of some interest from a 

more general standpoint. Of significance to this article are the 

operational requirements for local and intrastate exchange carri

ers, which are covered in the Alaska Administrative Code, 

Title 3, Part 5, Chapter 52, Article 3-Telephone Utilities.4 

The engineering and maintenance requirements are com

pletely coded in less than two pages. When these regulations 

were first installed in 1979, they were met with a combination 

of fear and wonder by the telecommunications industry. How

ever, virtually every requirement, from forecasting to transmis

sion to testing, are general in nature and easy to meet with 

modem equipment, systems and management practices. This is 

somewhat of a relief because it is well known that making 

technical things a matter of law leads to much controversy (see 

any issue of the National Electrical Code and the trade journals 

that attempt to keep up with it). 

CONCLUSIONS 

This article explored many of the terminal equipment and 

interface issues commonly encountered in the public telephone 

network. As shown, the application of terminal equipment in 

rural Alaska is not particularly unique when compared to the 

rest of the country. However, it still helps the end-user to know 

what terminal equipment alternatives are available and how that 

equipment interfaces to the Alaska telecommunication network. 

Finally, a brief discussion was given on other regulatory issues 

affecting telecommunications in Alaska. 

This concludes the series on telecommunications in rural 

Alaska. I would like to hear from readers on the value of this 

series or other topics of interest for future publication in THE 

NORTHERN ENGINEER when it resumes publication. I can 

be reached at Reeve Engineers, P.O. Box 190225, Anchorage, 

AK 99519-0225, Tel. 907-243-2262, Fax 907-258-2850. 
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Thermal Properties and the Nature of Freezing Soils 
by 


Peter J, Williatm 


This paper was originally presented at the Third International Sympo

sium on Cold Regions Heat Transfer, June 1991, Fairbanks, Alaska. 

ABSTRACT 

Frozen soils commonly contain significant quantities of un

frozen water. Temperature changes cause the proportions of ice 

and water to change and the associated latent heat exchanges 

modify the heat capacity greatly. The thermal conductivity is 

also modified, although to a quantitatively less significant de

gree. The presence of water in the frozen material is ascribable 

to mineral surface forces and capillarity. The water is mobile 

and has a temperature-dependent potential such that it will tend 

to move where there are temperature gradients, further modify

ing the thermal behavior. Recent studies with an experimental 

gas pipeline illustrate these effects and, in particular, demon

strate the unusual nature of the thermal properties. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Cs, Cm, Cw, Ci volumetric heat capacities, soil, mineral 

component, water and ice (J m-3 ·c-1) 

Lr latent heat of fusion (J kt1
) 

Pi, Pw pressures, ice and water 

T temperature 

Vi, Vw specific volumes, ice and water 

Xm, Xi, Xw volume fractions, mineral soil, ice and water 

9u unfrozen water content, % dry weight 

A. thermal conductivity 

INTRODUCTION 

The geotechnical engineer is frequently confronted with fro

zen soils at temperatures quite close to o·c. The freezing point 

of water is normally taken as O'C, but much of the water in soils 

is not normal in this respect (Williams and Smith, 1989). It is 

adsorbed on to the surfaces of mineral particles and is also 

subjected to capillary forces. These effects lower the freezing 

point of the water. Consequently, while in some soils most of 

the water freezes at temperatures within a tenth of a degree of 

o·c. in others as much as half is not frozen even when the 

temperature is -S'C or even lower. Indeed, it is only soils 

exclusively composed of sands or coarser material that do not 

have significant quantities of water present, along with ice, such 

as to significantly control the behavior of the frozen material. 

The existence of liquid water in otherwise icy rock-like material 

is important for both thermal and mechanical properties of 

frozen, freezing and thawing soils. 

UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT 

Fine-grained soils have the largest amounts of unfrozen 

water (Fig. 1) and the nature of clay minerals present is impor

tant. The existence of the water at these temperatures is now 

well understood, and in the same sense that chemists under

stand, for example, the lowered freezing points of solutions 

relative to that of pure water. However, it must be emphasized 

that it is not the presence of dissolved material that is responsi

ble for the unfrozen water in soils. The relation between the 

"suction" (or free energy) of soil water and the water content 

(the amount of water relative to mineral matter), in a relation

ship well known in agronomy, has its counterpart in freezing 

soils (Williams and Smith, 1989). Briefly, as the water content 

is reduced whether by drying, or by conversion to ice, the 

remaining water is increasingly that very close to the soil parti

cle surfaces. Forces at the microscopic level, arising from prop

erties of the mineral particle surface, act on the water to give the 

suction. This is to be regarded as a state of negative pressure or 

tensile stress in the water. 

A form of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation describes the 

relation between temperature and the pressures (or suction) of 

the water Pw, and ice Pi: 

where Tis the temperature K, To is 273.15 K (= o·c -thus T- To 

is temperature, -'C), Vw and Vi are the specific volumes of 

water and ice, and Lr is the latent heat of fusion. 
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Figure 1. Content ofunfrozen water as a function of tlmperature
various soils. ' 

The amount of water present at each temperature in a particu

lar soil is only slightly modified by externally-applied pressures 

unless these are very great The amount depends in some degree 

on whether the temperature is reached by warming or cooling 

and, in the former case, on the lowest temperature reached prior 

to the warming (Williams and Smith, 1989). Clearly, the coex

istence of ice and water in soils present special problems in 

thermal calculations (Lunardini, 1981). 

THERMAL PROPERTIES 

OF FROZEN SOILS-GENERAL 


Heat Capacity 

The volumetric heat capacity of a frozen soil is given by: 

d9i
Cs=XmCm+XiCi+XwCw+ pdLJ-J dT 

where Cs, Cm, Cw, Ci, are the volumetric heat capacities of the 

soil, soil mineral component, water and ice, respectively, and 

Xm, Xw, Xi are the volume fractions of the soil mineral compo

nent, water and ice respectively, pd is the dry density (kg m"3) of 

the soil and 9i is the ice content, at the relevant temperature. To 

distinguish the fact that latent heat is included the quantity is 

often called the apparent heat capacity. The apparent heat capac

ity is thus a function of the temperature and for at least several 

degrees below o·c the latent heat term dominates (Fig. 2) as the 

unfrozen water is progressively frozen. The lower curves show 

the heat capacities exclusive of latent heat As freezing pro

gresses and expansion occurs, dry density decreases and this is 

taken into account in the calculations. 

For simple geotechnical problems where freezing occurs to 

temperatures several degrees below o·c. an estimate of the total 

amount of water that will freeze (over the temperature range of 

interest) and thus of the latent heat involved may be sufficient 

for design purposes. When an accurate knowledge of the ex

change of heat is required, more accurate assessment of heat 

capacity can be very important (Smith and Riseborough, 1985) 

and a number of problems arise. Calorimetric tests may be 

carried out on samples of the soil but while these can be accu

rate they are relatively time consuming and require special 

apparatus (Williams, 1964a). Several methods exist for obtain

ing inform.ation of the kind in Figure 1, which then allows 

prediction of the amount of water that will freeze (or thaw) for a 

given temperature change. These methods generally require 

appropriate laboratory facilities. They include determination of 

the specific surface area of the soil and calculation (Anderson 

and Tice, 1972); time domain reflectometry (Smith and Patter

son, 1985); and tests determining the energy status or suction

moisture content relation for the soil in the unfrozen condition 

{Williams, 1964b). Although some of these tests are quite 

widely used in agricultural soils science, most geotechnical 

laboratories are not equipped to do them and they do not neces

sarily give very precise results. 

All these tests suffer from the problem of assessing the 

effects of water migration to and into the freezing material that 

arises because of the suctions developed. Such migration gives 

frost heave-the often large-volume increases (far in excess of 

the expansion associated with the conversion of already-present 

water to ice) well-known to cold regions geotechnical engi-
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neers. The freezing of the additional water adds to the 

latent heat component in the apparent heat capacity. 

Thermal Conductivity-:General 

Thermal conductivity of soils, whether frozen (Lu

nardini, 1988) or not, is a difficult quantity to determine. 

The particulate nature of soils and the varying air and 

moisture content make calculation difficult. Unlike heat 

capacity, conductivity W m·1 K 1, is not simply the sum 

of the components' conductivities. The geometric mean 

equation for the soil conductivity A. is that most gener

ally accepted, even though it may involve an error, for 

some soils, of 30% or more: 

Here A., A.t, A.2, A3, are the thermal conductivities of 

the various solid and liquid components of the soils, and 
Figure2.

Xt, X2, etc. are the volume fractions of the components. 

For frozen soil the equation may be written: 

where n is the porosity and Xm and Xi are the volume fractions 

of mineral particles and ice, respectively. 

Johansen (1972; 1973) developed a set of nomograms for 

prediction of thermal conductivities in both frozen and unfrozen 

soils. The nomograms require a knowledge of relatively easily 

obtained characteristics for the soil in question-the density, 

moisture content, grain-size composition and the dominant soil 

mineml-and probably give a more accurate prediction, while 

illustmting the importance of various factors. 

Although thermal conductivities have been determined by 

several experimental methods, including the needle probe (Pen

ner, 1970) or divided bar methods, the apparatus is not widely 

available and the results may be no more accurate than an 

assessment using Johanson's nomograms. There is a fundamen

tal difficulty in that heat tmnsfer in a freezing soil is likely to 

occur in seveml ways--movements of water and vapor carrying 

heat, and there may be transfers of latent heat in association with 

freezing and thawing, evaporation and condensation, as well as 

by conduction. The latter is in any case a complex matter in a 
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particulate material. Nevertheless, while heat capacity may 

change through orders of magnitude, conductivity although al

ways an uncertain quantity, mrely varies by more than a factor 

of two or so (Fig. 3). Thus the thermal diffusivity is more 

affected by the changes of heat capacity than of the thermal 

conductivity. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF MOBILITY OF WATER 

IN FROZEN SOILS 


The suction, (or potential, negative pore pressure, tension, or 

cryosuction-all these terms are used) is a very fundamental 

characteristic of the water in frozen soils, affecting their hydro

logic, mechanical and thermal properties. It is responsible for 

the migration of water to the freezing zone and thus for frost 

heave. The additional water appears as segregated ice and the 

effect on the apparent heat capacity is twofold: not only is latent 

heat liberated as the additional water freezes, the dry density of 

the soil is reduced because its volume is increased. Calculation 

of the apparent heat capacities must allow for both effects. 

The coexistence of water and ice means that frozen soil has a 

hydmulic conductivity (Fig. 4). The migmtion that can occur 
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VARIATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
which time the markers show that freezing has2.5 	 WITH TEMPERATURE 
penetrated to the next layer where strain com

mences. Of particular interest is the observation, 
...... 

....... ~ ~ 1512 kgm3 very obvious for the layer between 82 centimeters 

~ - -=--=.;:;.~L.--.---=------ (em) and 95 em, establishing that frost heave con....... 

(1~ 1520 kg!!J~;--"'"~=--- ~~ 1524 kgm3 'a tinues long after a layer is frozen. The frost clearly 
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/ 	 extended into the next layer below sometime before 
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..... 	 came apparent. 
E-< 1/u I In Figure 6, apparent volumetric heat capacities 

/ -~=1504 kgn13§ 2.0 
I 	 are shown for the 82 cm-95 em layer. The calculaz I

0 I 	 tions were made for a condition of no frost heave, u I 
I and also for the condition which actually applied.....:1 

< that is, including the latent heat associated with the ~ 
r:z:: frost heave and the migration of water.w 
:I: As in Figure 2, the specific apparent volumetric E-< 

heat capacities (J m "3 •c·1) are shown. The calcula

tions were based on the previously-determined un

frozen water contents for the relevant temperatures 

and on readings of the strain at short intervals of 
-1 -2 -3 time. The average temperatures in the layer were 

TEMPERATURE (°C) also recorded at the same times. Note that freezing 

commenced on approximately day 80. The apparFigure3. 	 Thermtll conductivity as a function oftemperature for frozen Caen silt at different 
degrees ofcompaction (different dry densities). ent heat capacity immediately reaches a maximum 

due to the freezing of a large amount of in situ 
along suction gradients within frozen soil as a result has recently water. Commencing on about day 110, the effects of the water 
received attention. This migration gives rise to what has been migrating to the layer again give high heat capacity values 
called secondary frost heave, but is better called continuing frost (shown by crosses). There is undoubtedly some scatter due to 
heave. It is a slow expansi,--n of the already-frozen material. experimental uncertainties but even at -0.7 ·c it is clear that frost 
This phenomenon has been hi\'estigated recently as part of a heave is continuing and having an effect on the apparent heat 
large-scale experiment with freezing around a buried gas pipe capacity. From day 255 the layer is frozen through, yet ice 
line (Geotechnical Science Laboratories 1981-1990). continues to be formed from the water migrating in the layer. 

In this study, Smith and Patterson (1989) used a special Many results of the kind shown in Figure 5 have been ob
device that showed the progressive separation of buried markers tained. For this silty soil, measurable continuing frost heave 
as freezing spread downwards into the ground. The markers decreases quite sharply with temperature and the upper layers, 
were in a vertical array, spaced at about ten centimeter intervals, which cool rapidly, show very little. The continuing heave is 
and the progressive separation of one from the next shows the particularly significant when the temperature gradients are 
strain (that is, the frost heave) in the vertical direction. An small (since a bigger layer is susceptible), and over extended 
example of the result is shown in Figure 5. periods can produce very important volume change with a cor

The curves show strain of layers lying between the depths responding release of latent heat. Another example is shown in 
indicated. The uppermost markers move first. Each curve shows Figure 7, where the frost heave is continuing in the layer 59 cm-
the onset of frost heave for the layer indicated, with an initially 72 em even after the layer below (72 cm-81 em) is frozen 
rapid strain, followed by a sharp decrease in the rate of strain, by 
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Figun4. 	 Permeability offrozen soils. Results of various 
authors, compikd by Nixon (1987). 

through and heaving commenced in the 81 cm-90 em 

layer. Thus more than 20 em thickness is actively 

heaving. 

In another example, it was observed that more than 

half of the strain (frost heave) occurred in an 11 em 

layer at 40 em depth after it was frozen through (and 

frost had penetrated into the layer below). This dniws 

attention to an additional difficulty in considering the 

latent heat as part of the heat capacity. When freezing 

occurs slowly and temperature gradients are slight, 

there may be a large quantity of water entering the 

layer and freezing, releasing large quantities of latent 

heat. The frozen layer in question released 8.02 x 10
7 J 

m-3 while its temperature fell 0.3·c. Because the tem

perature change is small, if the heat capacity is ex

pressed in the usual way as J m-3 per •C, a 

meaninglessly large value results. It is to be noted, 

finally, that continuing frost heave requires a gradient 

of temperature, but this may be unchanging-that is, 

we may have an essentially steady state with respect to 

temperatures-yet the latent heat will continue to be 

liberated. This gives a value of infinity for the apparent 

heat capacity (J m·3 ·c-1). 

Clearly soils at freezing temperatures present 

unique thermal problems 

which will require attention as 
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lnuv1k cloy 
-r 	 reworked from Sm•th (198:,) 

1(1) I 
E 1010+---~--+-------}-·~~--~--~~~-----~-------1 
t) 

I 
ot~oitob2tf'li cloy 

01\fCII a Yamamoto (198~ 

rt·worll.ld horn 
116'1'-f.-----\--+___.:~..:----+~-...::---~~---+~ o~rkstn & Mdltr (1966 

-0.5 -1.0 -1.~ -2.0 -2.5 -30 
TEMPERATURE (-<:) 

our approach to thermal design 60~-----------------------------------------------, 

becomes more complex. Little 

is known about the behavior of 40 
other types of soil which may 

continue to heave significantly 
30 

at lower temperatures. The 

magnitudes of the latent heat 
20that may be released over vari 86-104 

ous temperatures and various 

10 

FigureS. 

Strain (frost heave) in layers be
tween depths as indicated. Observa
tions made over450 dllys as ground 
froze from surface down-wards. -10L---~----~----L---~----~----L----L----~--~ 
From Smith and Patterson (1989). 0 60 100 160 200 260 300 360 400 460 Days 
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.... 	 periods of time cannot be predicted with ... 
I 	 any accuracy at present. Our knowledge& with heave • no heave 

(") 
~ 	

of hydraulic permeability in the frozen 
I 
E 	 state is limited, and, indeed our under..., 

.._. 
standing of the fundamental processes of 

soil freezing is incomplete. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The fact that large quantities of water 

remain unfrozen in frozen soils should 

be taken into consideration in even sim

oc 	 ple thermal calculations. Where accurate average temperature in layer 

106 -.04 .-.34 -.60 -.72 -.74 -.80 -.84 -.88 values of thermal properties are re

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 quired, the amount of unfrozen water as 

DAYS a function of temperature must be as

sessed. 
Figure6. 	 Apparelll ht~t~t capacitk1 offrozm toiL TIN upper cune (trlangks) include the component of The amount of ice formed as the temlatelll htltll arisingfrom thefretl%ing ofwater migrating to and within thefro%11n layer. 

perature falls also depends on the migra

tion of water to and through the frozen 

soil. Because the migration occurs 

slowly, the amount of ice per 
Strain(~) unit layer will depend on time 

40~-----------------------------------------------, 
in a complex manner. The ap

parent heat capacity as a func

tion of temperature will30 
similarly depend in a complex 

manner on time and thus on the 
20 the~al regime as a whole. 

For much geotechnical en

gineering in cold regions a 
10 

relatively simple approach will 
81-80 often be sufficient. For sophis

ticated engineering structures, 

gas pipelines for example, an 

awareness of the complexity of 
-10L---~----~----L----L----~----L----L----~--~ thermal and mechanical prop

0 60 100 160 200 260 300 360 400 460 Days erties is important. 

It may be noted that even 
Figure 7. 	 Strain due to frost ht~t~ve. Note that the layer 59 em -7 2 em continues to hea11e e11en after the next layer, 

72 em - 81 em is fro%11n through and tiN layer 81 em - 90 em has begun to hea11e. under an apparently steady 

state condition of a constant 

thermal gradient in frozen 

soils, there may be a continu

ing slow migration of water 
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with associated ice formation and liberation of a large compo

nent of latent heat. 
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A Review of Intrinsic Thermophysical Properties of 

Snow, Ice, Sea Ice, and Frost 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews the intrinsic thennophysical properties of 

snow, ice, sea ice, and frost The subjects of density, thermal 

expansion and compressibility of ice are discussed. In addition, 

the absorption coefficient of ice along with the heat capacity, 
latent heat of fusion and thermal conductivity of snow and ice 

are summarized. These topics are analyzed over a wide range of 

tempemtures and, in the case of snow and frost, the effect of 

density is evaluated. The contributions of vapor diffusion and 

mdiative and free convective heat transfer across the pore space 

are assessed in relation to the overall effective thermal conduc

tivity of snow and frost. Frost layer growth mte and thickness 

are functions of air velocity, tempemture and humidity; cooling 

plate surface tempemture and time are also discussed. Expres

sions representing the specific and latent heat of sea ice in terms 
of salinity and tempemture are given, and theoretical models to 

predict the thermal conductivities of fresh bubbly ice and sea ice 

as functions of salinity, temperature and air content are also 
derived. 

NOMENCLATURE 

CP 	 specific heat at constant pressure (kJ kg-1K 1) 

Cv 	 specific heat at constant volume (kJ kg-1K 1) 

Ci 	 specific heat of ice (J mor1K-1; kJ kg-1K 1) 

Cpi 	 specific heat of ice at constant pressure (J mor1K-1 

or kJ kg-1K 1) 

Csi 	 specific heat of sea ice (J mor1K 1, kJ ki1K 1) 

Ch 	 specific heat of hydrate (J mor1K 1, kJ kg-1) 

F1(1) 	defined in Eq. (28) 

F2(1) 	defined in Eq. (29) 

H enthalpy (J mor1or kJ kg -1) 


ky absorption coefficient (cm-1) 


L
1 

latent heat of fusion (kJ kg -1) 


Lsi latent heat of sea ice (kJ kg-1
) 


P pressure (bar, or N m-2) 


s constant related to porosity e=11(1+s)3, 


also gmms salt per gram of water 

T tempemture (K) 

Tm melting tempemture of ice (O"C or 273 K) 
1U internal energy (J mor or kJ kg-1) 


v wavelength (J.un) 


A.se effective thermal conductivity of snow (W m-1K-1) 


A.ia 	 thermal conductivity of ice containing air bubble 

(W m_lK-1) 

A.sa 	 thermal conductivity of snow containing air (W m-1K 1) 

A.si thermal conductivity of sea ice (W m-1K 1) 


A.bi thermal conductivity of bubbly ice (W m-1K 1) 


A.b 	 thermal conductivity of brine (W m-1K 1) 

A.R 	 thermal conductivity due to mdiation (W m-1K 1) 

A.eff 	 effective thermal conductivity of frost (W m-1K-1) 

A.cD 	 thermal conductivity due to molecular conduction 

(Wm-1K1) 

A.D 	 thermal conductivity due to vapor diffusion (W m-1K 1) 

A.s 	 thermal conductivity in series model (W m-1K-1) 

A.i 	 thermal conductivity of ice (W m-1K-1) 

A.P 	 thermal conductivity in parallel model (W m-1K-1) 

A.a 	 thermal conductivity of air (W m-1K 1) 

(X defined in s =cxe 


ex' defined in p =ex' (9 + 8.2) 


cxi thermal diffusivity of ice (m2s-1) 
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Ps density of snow (kg m ·3 or Mg m ·3) 

Psi density of sea ice (kg m·3 or Mg m"3) 

Pa density of air (kg m·3 or Mg m·3) 

Pw density of water (kg m ·3 or Mg m ·3) 

Pt frost density (kg m"3) 

e temperature ('C) 

e porosity or emissivity 

'Yc cubic expansion coefficient (K"1) 

'Yz linear expansion coefficient (K"1) 

ro; isothermal compressibility of ice (bar-1) 

roa adiabatic compressibility of ice (bar-1) 

(J salinity of sea ice (g salt/g sea ice) 

<JR Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

~ mass ratio of 10 ~0 to N~S04 in a unit 

mass of sea ice. 

INTRODUCTION 

Engineering activities in cold regions have expanded greatly 

in recent years and are aimed both at improving civilian welfare 

and the capability of military operations. These increased acti vi

ties are largely due to the marked increase in exploration for 

energy resources and related work such as design and construc

tion of roads, airfields, oil and gas pipelines, pumping stations, 

offshore structures, darns, and bridges. 

During the lengthy winter season, the arctic cold regions 

experience a variety of environmental problems such as freez

ing, thawing, frost, and fog (as well as ice fog). The thermal 

interaction often results in unexpected structural and system 

failures. 

For betterment of cold regions technology, a comprehensive 

knowledge of the thermophysical properties of snow, ice, sea 

ice, and frost is needed to understand and solve a variety of ice 

engineering problems such as calculating ice pressures acting 

on offshore structures and bridge piles, and determining the 

mechanisms of thermal cracking, and subsequent weakening, of 
ice sheets and ice covers on rivers and reservoirs. 

This review was undertaken to summarize and analyze as 

completely as possible the reported data on the various thermo

physical properties of snow, ice, sea ice, and frost, and to 

provide readily available information for practical applications. 

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW 

Thermal Conductivity of Snow 

The heat transfer processes in snow are more complicated 

than in ice. In snow, heat is transferred: (1) by conduction 

through the interconnected ice grains, (2) by conduction, free 

convections and radiation across the air spaces, and (3) by the 

movement of the vapor via the repeated processes of sublima

tion and condensation. In the determination of thermal conduc

tivity, a temperature gradient is imposed that subsequently 

establishes a vapor gradient causing the vapor diffusion. There

fore, the thermal conductivity of snow includes the effect of 

vapor diffusion, and is defined in this paper as effective thermal 

conductivity A.se (Yen, 1962) without air flow. However, be

cause of low temperatures and the smallness of the air pore 

space, the effects of radiation and free convective heat transfer 

are usually not significant. 

Numerous investigators have reported A.se values of dis
turbed snow, and without exception, they empirically correlated 

their results with snow density as the sole parameter. The tem

perature ranges under which the data were obtained were usu

ally not specified. The scattering of data is believed due to the 

variation of sample conditions such as aging and grain size 

distribution. Another factor causing this scattering may be at

tributed to the different techniques employed in determining 

A.se· Rather complete and up-to-date data on A.se as a function of 

ps are listed in Tabl~ 1 and shown in Figure 1 (see Fukusako, 

1990). The results can be fairly represented by: 

).se = 2.224 ( Ps) 1.885 (1) 

where p
8 

is in Mg m·3 (megagram per meter cubic). It gives a 

reasonable value of thermal conductivity of ice, A.i, but a lower 

value of A.a when p8-+Pa· The shaded area represents the most 
recent field data (Fukusako, 1990) of an undisturbed snow layer 

of freshly deposited snow. The scatter of the data is still much in 
evidence. 

Pitman and Zuckerman (1967) were the first investigators to 

study the effect of temperature on A.se· Vapor-grown ice crystals 

at densities from 0.1 to 0.6 Mg m ·3 were used and experiments 
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3TABLEt. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A.se (Wm-1K-1) and Ps (kg m- ) (Fukusako, 1990). 

Reference No. 	 Expression Density Range 

1 Abels (Dantl and Gregora, 1968) 	 Ase = 2.85 X 10-6pl 

As -2 -4 12 42 Jansson (Dantl and Gregora, 1968) e= 2.09 X 10 + 7.96 X 10 Ps + 2.51 X 10 Ps 80-500 

3
3 Van Dusen (Dantl and Gregora, 1968) Ase = 2.09 X 10-2 +4.19 X 10-4 ps + 2.18 X 109p, 

24 Devaux (Dantl, 1962) 	 Ase = 2.93 X 10-2 + 2.93 X 10-6p, 100-600 

5 Kondrateva (Leadbetter, 1965) Ase = 3.65 X 10
-6 Psl >350 

26 Bracht (Leadbetter, 1965) 	 Ase = 2.05 X 10-6ps 190-350 

7 Yoshida and Iwaoi (Bridgman, 1912) 	 log Ase = 1.47 + 2.0 X 10-3ps 72-400 

8 Sulkavelidge (Leadbetter, 1965) 	 Ase = 5.11 X 10-4 ps <350 

9 Yen (Richard and Speyers, 1914) 	 Ase = 3.22 X 10-6p/ 376-490 

10 Izumi and Fujioka (Bass et al., 1957) 	 log Ase = -1.17 + 2.16 X 10-3ps 80-500 

11 Sakazume and Seki (Schwerdtfeger, 1963a) 	 log Ase = -1.25 + 2.12 X 10-3 ps 150-700 

were conducted at S, -27" and -88'C. Yen (1981) developed 

an expression, based on these data, to correlate the effect of 

Fukusako [43] temperature as well as density on /..se by: 

::.;: 

'E 	 ~\e = 0.0688 exp ( 0.00889 + 4.6682 Ps) (2) 

I 1.0 

:= 0.8 

More recent data on the effect of temperature on /..se were 
Q) 

reported by Sakazume and Seki (1978) covering densities from ,: 0.6 
166 to 650 kg m-3 (kilogram per meter cubic) and temperatures 

(in Kelvin) from 110 K to 273 K. Figure 2 shows the variation 
0.4 

of /..se as a function of temperature (based on their best fitted 

line). The values of /..se decrease monotonically with increasing 
0.2 

temperatures for given snow density except for Ps =166 and 

302 kg m -3• At temperatures higher than 250 K, /..se seems to 

0 	 100 200 300 400 500 600 650 have reached its lowest value and begins to reverse the decreas

ing trend. On the other hand, Pitman and Zuckerman (1967), 
Ps kg.rrl3 

covering a narrow density and temperature range, reported /..seFigure 1. Themuzl conductlrity ofsnow. Numbers denote the references 
given in Tabk 1 (Fukusako, 1990). increasing with increasing temperature. This apparent discrep

ancy is believed most likely to be due to a combination of 

factors such as the internal structure of the sample, the tech

nique (transient vs. steady state) used in determining Ase and the 

effect of vapor transfer of /..se for especially low density snow. 
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2.0 	 Pitman and Zuckerman [44] 
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Figurt! 2. 	 Effects oftemperaturt! on thermal comluctil>ity of snow 
(Fukust~lco, 1990). 

Theoretical Models for Effective Thermal 
Conductivity of Snow 

A number of expressions representing the macrostructure of 

snow have been proposed to predict the value of A.se. Commonly 

referred to as parallel, series, combination, cubic lattice, sphere, 
and random, these models often provide very diverse results. 

The parallel model gives the upper bound of A.se whereas the 
series model give the lower bound. Woodside (1978) developed 

a model by considering snow to be composed of a cubic lattice 
of uniform ice spherical particles in air. This model assumed 

that the air spaces between the snow particles are so small that 
free convection heat transfer can be neglected and that the 

isotherms are planes perpendicular to the direction of heat flow. 
Schwerdtfeger (1963a), using Maxwell's work on electrical 

conductivity of heterogeneous media, derived two rather simple 

A.se expressions. For dense snow A.se = A.ia (where A.ia is the 

thermal conductivity of ice containing air bubbles), the value of 

A.ia can be written as: 

(3) 

For low density snow (down to 0.1 Mg m-3
), A.se =N:Ja and can 

be expressed as: 

( 2+s )s A.i 
A. =--'-----.:.-	 (4) 

sa ( 1+s )2 

where A.sa is the thermal conductivity of snow containing air, 

and sis related snow porosity, e, bye+ l/(1+s)3
• 

For very low density snow, Schwerdtfeger (1963a) consid

ered the model to consist of suspended, small snow particles in 

air but not in contact with each other. The value of A.sa is 
computed from: 

2 A.a + A.i- 2e (Aa - A.)
A. = 	 A. (5)

sa 2').. +'A.--e('A. -A..) a a 1 	 a 1 

Pitman and Zuckerman (1967) modified Woodside's model 

by allowing thermal conduction through continuous ice paths of 
thin cylindrical columns that connect with all the spherical 

grains. Most recently Maeno and Kuroda (1986) theoretically 

calculated the bounds of A.se by including the vapor diffusion 
effect in Pitman and Zuckerman's model and demonstrated that 
the improved model described the characteristics of their ex

perimental data fairly well. 

Specific Heat and Thermal Diffusivity of Snow 

As indicated in a later section, the specific heat of dry snow 
is equal to the specific heat of ice. The volumetric specific heat 

(pscps) of snow was determined for temperatures from 113 K to 

273 K and densities between 116 to 650 kg m-3 by Sakazume 

and Seki (1978). Experimental values for thermal diffusivity of 
snow were obtained by Devaux (1933) (deduced by Maeno and 

Kuroda, 1986) and more recently by Sukazume and Seki 
(1978). They demonstrated that the thermal diffusivity of snow, 

as, is a function of both temperature and density and it increases 
with increasing density. 
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~·6.--.-------.-------.-------.------~------~
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 


ICE 

940 	 • 

Density of Ice 
•

According to Dorsey's (1940) review, the bulk 	 7 

E 


density of ice at o· C and atmospheric pressure ~ 930 

varies from 916 to 918 kg m·3• Barnes (1901) and 


Dantl and Gregora (1968) indicated that ice den • Lgnsdal• [18) 

o La Placa and Post [21]

sity P; decreases slightly with age. Nichols (1899) Eq.(4)() Brill and Tipp• [231 

reported densities of917.95, 916.32 and 916.03 kg 
920 

---- Pound•r [24] 

m·3 for freshly formed natural ice, one-year-old 

natural ice and artificial ice frozen at low tempera
tures, respectively. However Barnes found much 910~~------~------~------~------~------~ 

-270 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0smaller variations in ice samples taken from the St 
Lawrence River; densities at o·c of new, one

year-old and two-year-old ice were 916.62,916.48 Figur• 3. 

and 916.37 kg m·3, respectively. The ice density of 

916.71±0.05 kg m·3 reported by Ginnings and 

Corruccini (1947) is in good agreement with the reported value 
of916.4 kg m·3 by Lonsdale (1958). Many factors, other than 

age, affect the variation of pi; these include the number and 

nature of cracks, the degree of air entrainment, ice purity, dislo
cation, and stacking fault vacancy. 

Figure 3 shows the variation of pi with temperature. The data 
were deduced by Lonsdale (1958) from the average of several 
diffraction measurements made prior to 1958, by Eisenberg and 

Kauzmann (1974) from X-ray diffraction measurements made 
by LaPlaca and Post (1960) and Hobbs (1974) from X-ray 

measurements made by Brill and Tippe (1967). The dashed line 

is from Pounder (1965). Hobbs (1974) indicated that at lower 

temperatures, the values of Pi given by LaPlaca and Post (1960) 
and Brill and Tippe (1967) are probably more reliable. 

Fukusako (1990) correlated the P; data in two temperature 
ranges by: 

Pi = 917 (1-1.17x 1o-4 9) (6) 

for o·c ~ 9 ~ -14o·c and 

Pi = 930 (1-1.54x 10-5 9) (7) 

for -14o·c ~ 9 ~ -260"C. 

e . ·c 

IHIISity ofic• (Fulcullllco,l990). 

Specific Heat of Ice (and Snow) 

Heat capacity is defined as the heat required for a unit of 
mass to rise one unit of temperature at constant pressure, cP, or 

at constant volume, cv. Mathematically, they are defmed as: 

c = (aHl or c = (aul (8) 
P l()T v laT 

where H and U are enthalpy and internal energy per unit mass, 
respectively. Since the heat needed to warm the air and the 

vapor at the interstices is very small, the heat capacities of dry 

snow and ice are essentially equal. The value of cv can be 
computed from cP by: 

i;;vr 
c -c = --	 (9)
P v rot 

where Vis the volume of ice, 'Yc is the coefficient of volumetric 

expansion and ro1 is compressibility at constant temperature. 

The value of cv is about 3% less than cP at o·c, and the differ

ence (cp-cv) decreases with decreasing temperature. 

A large amount of data on heat capacity reported in the early 

twentieth century was reviewed and summarized by Dickinson 

and Osborne (1915) and Dorsey (1940). Giauque and Stout 

(1936) reported cP values of hexagonal ice over a temperature 

range from 15 K to 273 K. Flubacher et al. (1960) determined cP 
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• • 
values for hexagonal ice in the temperature range 

from 2 K to 27 K and found that cP increases with Tin 36 

an exponential fashion. Sugisaki et al. (1968) also 

made extensive measurements for cP for amorphous 
32cubic, hexagonal and cubic ice. Ashworth (1972) re

ported values of cp between 50 K and 270 K. Most 

recently Sakazume and Seki (1978) made extensive 28 
measurements of the volumetric specific heat of ice 

(p cP) at temperatures from 110 K to 273 K. 

Figure 4 shows all the experimental data on Cpi for 
24 

hexagonal and cubic ice. The data were divided into 

three or four temperature ranges (i.e., 15-50 K, 50-
lll: g 20 

95 K, (or 15-95 K), 95-105 K, and >150 K) and the ......., 
results of linear regression analysis are shown in Ta

Ua. f6ble 2. The data from the various investigators are 

consistent, as the high values of the correlation coef

ficient show, and the effect of axis orientation seems 12 

to be within experimental error. 

Thermal Conductivity of Ice 8 

Thermal conductivity A. ofa solid material, defined 

as the proportionality constant in the one-dimensional 4 

form ofFourier's law of heat conduction is expressed: 

ar q =-A.- (10) 0dz 

The value of A. usually depends on temperature T 
Figure4. 

(in K) and to a lesser extent on ice crystallographic 

orientation. Work on A.i prior to 1958 was reviewed by 

Powell (1958). The increase in A.i with decreasing 

temperature reported by Lee (1905) was found to be much less 

rapid than that obtained by Jakob and Erk (1929). Landauer and 

Plumb (1956) reported no significant difference in A.i values of 

laboratory-grown single crystals, glacial single crystals and 

polycrystalline commercial ice, although A.i values along the 

c-axis of the single crystals appeared to be about 5% greater 

than those normal to the c-axis. 

Figure 5 shows the A.i values of polycrystalline ice deter

mined by Jakob and Erk (1929), Landauer and Plumb (1956), 

Powell (1958), Ratcliffe (1962), Dillard and Timmerhaus 

(1966), Ashworth (1972), and Sakazume and Seki (1978). Vari

ations or discrepancies among the reported A.i values seemed to 

" " 
• 

.•tt. .
....•.· ... 

...:~ ,,
.. 
.-·
;-
/ 

,;• 
~ 

(
Partial Enlargement 

/ 0.10 

.:-·' 
. ~ 

: 0.05 

0 5 10 

80 160 240 
T (K) 

Specific heat ofice. Points represent the data ofGiauque and Stout (1936), 

Flubacher et aL (1960), Sugisaki et aL (1968), and Ashworth (1972). 

Sample consisted ofcubic and hexagonal ice. 


TABLE2. CONSTANTS A and B in Cpi = A + BT and <II 

Temperature 

Range(K) A B <II 

15-50 -22171 02094 09920 

50-90 -00035 01597 09892 

15-95 -08994 01710 09931 

95-150 22841 01350 09817 

>150 27442 01282 09737 
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A Ashworth [6] 

<J • Dillard and Timmerhaus [5] 
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Figure 5. 	 Theraml conduelivily ofice in the range 100 K to 300 K 
(FukusiJko, 1990) 

be caused by different experimental techniques and conditions, 

such as sample preparations, purity and determination methods. 

At 273 K and one atmospheric pressure, the reported values of 
1Ai are 2.20 W m- K"1 by Schofield and Hall (1927) and Ratcliffe 

(1962), 2.09 W m-1K"1 by VanDusen (1929), 2.23 W m-1K"1 by 

Dillard and Timmerhaus (1966). For practical purposes, 

Sakazume and Seki (1978) suggested the following correlation: 

Ai= 1.16(1.91- 8.66x 1()3 e+ 2.97x 10-5 92) (11) 

for temperatures ranging from 100 K to 273 K. 

Figure 6 shows the values of A; below 100 Kin which most 

of the data were determined by Klinger (1975) with a few points 

taken from Ratcliffe (1962), Dean and Timmerhaus (1963), and 

Ashworth (1972). The data obtained by Klinger show clearly 

that A; values increase with decreasing temperature, pass 

through a maximum at about 7 K and then decrease as the 

temperature is further reduced. 

~\ 
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0 

~ 
•o 

o Ashworth [6] 0 
o Klinger [10] 	 0 

• Dean and Timmerhaus [11] 0 
0 
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0 
Q 
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Figure 6. 	 Themu~l conductivity ofice below 100 K (Fukusako, 1990). 

Thermal Expansion Coefficient of Ice 

The coefficient of linear thermal expansion, y1, is a measure 

of the fractional change in length per unit change in tempera

ture. Based on Butkovich (1957), the orientation of the c-axis, 

the type of ice (i.e., single or polycrystalline) and the grain size 

do not appreciably affect the value of y1, and ice can be consid

ered to be an isotropic material with respect to thermal expan

sion in the temperature range oro· to -35·c. Figure 7 represents 

some of the most reliable measurements of y1 of bulk ice from 

Jakob and Erk (1928), Powell (1958) for single crystals both 

parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, and Butkovich (1957) 

and Dantl (1962) for single crystals. In general, with the excep

tion of the data below 70 K, y1 increases with increasing tem

perature and can be represented by: 

"(1 = (0.2424T- 11.7582) X 10-6 (12) 

ForT> 80 K. Butkovich (1957) reported values of y1at o·c of 

52.92 x 10-6K"1 and 52.33 x I0-6K"1 for single crystals parallel 

and normal to the c-axis, respectively. According to Jakob and 
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Figure·7. 	 Coefficient ofUnear expansion ofice at atmospheric pressure, 
points represent the data ofJakob and Erk (1928), PoweU 
(1958), Butkovich (1957), and Dantl (1962). Samples consisted 
ofpolycrystals, single crystals and single crystals paraUel and 
perpendicular to the c-axis. 

Erk (1928) and Dantl (1962), y1 is negative at about 70 K and 

lower. Furthermore, Hamblin (Powell, 1958) reported that "(1 

values for crystals parallel to the c-axis are about 1.8 %and 10% 

greater than those perpendicular to the c-axis at 273.1 K and 

73 K, respectively. 

Values of y1can also be deduced from measurements of the 

temperature dependence of the unit-cell parameters of ice. 

These values are believed to be more significant than those 

obtained by direct diatometric measurements because they de

pend only on changes in the dimension of the lattice and on the 

texture of the ice. However, X-ray measurements may involve 

larger errors than bulk measurements at low temperatures. Fig

ure 8 shows y1values deduced from the temperature dependence 

of the unit-cell parameters by LaPlaca and Post (1960) and Brill 

and Tippe (1967). The magnitude and the general trend seem to 

be in fair agreement with those shown in Figure 7. ForT> 80 K, 

y1can be expressed by: 

"(1 = (0.28 T- 15.48) X 10-6 (13) 

80" I0-6 r---,..--,..--~-"T"""-"T"""--r---.-~ 

( • I Parollel to C-oaio, LaPlaca and Pool (19601 
(. ) Porpendocular to c-oaio 
(6) Parallel to C-aaio, Brill and Tippe (19671 
( o) Perpelldiculer to C-aaio a 

60 
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20 

/:
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FigureS. 	 Coefficient ofUnear expansion ofice deduced from 
measurements ofthe temperature dependence of the 
unit-ceU parameters. 

There seem to be no consistent differences between y1values 

parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis. For practical purposes, 

Eq. (12) can be used to calculate y1 values for the temperature 

range 80 K to 273 K. 

Figure 9 shows the coefficient of cubic expansion, 'Yc• at the 

atmospheric pressure with ·the data deduced by Leadbetter 

(1965), from linear expansion coefficient reported by Powell 

(1958) and Dantl (1962); deduced by Eisenberg and Kauzmann 

(1974) from the unit-cell parameter measurement made by 

LaPlaca and Post (1960), and deduced by Hobbs (1974) from 

unit-cell measurement by Brill and Tippe (1967}-with the 

deletion of two 'Yc values at mean temperatures of 183 K and 

163 K. The results can be fairly represented by: 

'Yc = (0.67T- 24.86) X 10-6 (14) 

for T ranged from 20 K to 270 K. Though there is some scatter 

in the data, the general trend of 'Yc with temperature is evident; 

i.e., it increases with temperature and becomes negative when T 

is lower than 50 K. 
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Figure9. Coefficient ofcubk eXJHUUion ofice a1 a function of 
temperat11re at lltmOIJ'Mrlc press~~re: o deduced by -
Leadbetter (1965); • deduced by Eismbtf17l and 
Ka~~ZmtJnn (1974); and & deduced by Hob/J1 (1974). 

Compressibility of Ice 

The compressibility of a substance is defined as a change in 

its volume per unit change in hydrostatic pressure. If the change 

takes place at constant temperature, it is called isothennal com

pressibility, rot. If the change takes place without energy ex

change with the surroundings, it is called the adiabatic 

compressibility, roa. 

The limited data available for rot and roa do not agree well. 

Bridgman (1912) reported rot of 37 x 10"6 bar1 at 273.1 K and 

one atmosphere; this value is about three times higher than the 

value of 12 x 10-6 at 70 K and 300 atmospheres reported by 

Richard and Speyers (1914). Figure 10 is a semi-log plot show

ing the variation of rot and roa with temperature. The few data 

points determined by Bridgman can be expressed by: 

rot = [14.20 exp ( 0.0018T )] x 10-6 (15) 

rather well. Values of roa obtained by Leadbetter (1965) based 

on the elastic constant measurements of ice by Bass et al. (1957) 

and Zarembovitch and Kahane (1964) can be represented by: 

roa = [10.55 exp ( 0.0007T )] x 10-6 (16) 

~ 
000 

•.. 101 - D 

.8 ... 
Q 
X 

0 

3
3 

T (K) 

Figure10. Isothermal and adiabatic compressibility ofice: ll do.tafrom 
Bridgman (1912); o deduced by l.tJadbeUer (1965); and • do.ta 
from Danti (1962). 

Dantl (1962), based on measurements of elastic constants, 

provided the following correlation: 

roa = [11.94 (1 + 1.653 x 10-3e+ 
(17) 

3.12 X 10-69 )J X 10-62

where roa is in bar-1 and 9 is in degrees Celsius. The roa values 

calculated from Eq. (17) are much lower than those from 

Eq. (16) and they decrease shalply as temperature decreases. On 

the other hand, Leadbetter found that the variation of roa with T 

was very slight (Eq. 16). This discrepancy must be due to a 

variety of factors; for example, the conditions of the experiment 

and the origin, age and purity of the sample. 

Absorption Coefficient of Ice 

The most recent data on optical constants of ice from the 

ultraviolet to the microwave has been reported by Warren 

(1984). While Goodrich (1970) reviewed the data in the spectral 

region for 0.3 J.U11 to 3.0 J.Ull, Seki et al. (1978) presented the 

most recent data for wavelengths between 0.3 J.U11 and 2.5 ~ 
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Figurell. 	 Absorption coefficient of ice for short wavelength 
(Fukusako, 1990). 

using ice samples with thicknesses varying from 1 to 100 milli

meters. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the variation of absorption coeffi

cient kv with wavelength v (see Fuk:usak:o, 1990). It shows that 

k is a strong function of wavelength. For the visible wave-v 

lengths of0.4 J.llD to 0.7 J.UD, ice behaves nearly as a transparent 

medium. However, in the infrared region (0.7 J.UD to 30 J.UD), a 

number of absorption lines are present, resulting in quite large 

values of kv, so that ice is essentially opaque. The value of kv 

decreases sharply as the wavelength increases further over 

100 Jl.ID (in the range of microwave and radiowave ). 

Latent Heat of Ice 

The change in enthalpy dH associated with a phase change of 

a material at constant pressure is given by 

dH = dU+PdV 	 (18) 

where dU and dV are the changes in internal energy and volume 

per unit mass of material, respectively. The latent heat of fusion 

of ice L1 is defined as the change in enthalpy when a unit mass 

of ice is converted isothermally and reversibly into water. Since 

the contribution of PdV is rather small, L1is nearly equal to the 

103t
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u 
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Figure12. 	 Absorption coefficient ofice for long wavelength 
(Fukusako, 1990). 

change in internal energy. Measurements of L1 made prior to 

1925 have been reviewed by Smith (1925) and those up to 1940 

by Dorsey (1940). It is believed that many early measurements 

are in error because the effect of impurities in ice was not 

properly taken into account. The most commonly reported val

ues ofL1at o·c and standard atmospheric pressure are 333.9 kJ 

kg·1 by Dickinson and Osborne (1915), and 333.6 kJ kg"1 by 

Smith {1925). The value of L1 decreases at a lower rate as 
temperature decreases further. 

The latent heat of sublimation of ice, L
8 

, represents the 

enthalpy change when a unit mass of ice is transformed isother

mally and reversibly into water vapor at the standard atmos

pheric pressure and at the ice-liquid-vapor triple point 

(273.16 K). Rossinik et al. (1952) reported a value of 2838 kJ 

kg·1 which means that L1 is only about 12% of L ; therefore,
8 

only about 12% of the hydrogen bonds break when ice melts. 

The value of L remains practically constant at the temperature 
8 

range from 213.5 K to 272.16 K. 
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Thermal Diffusivity of Ice 

Thermal diffusivity is usually determined from its compo

nent values of A.i, pi and cpi· Direct measurements of ai are rare. 

Cameron and Bull (1962), using a cyclic heating method at a 

temperature of 253 K, obtained an average ai value of 
1(15.4±0.9) 10-7M2s- • James (1968) determined the ai value of 

artificial single crystals of ice parallel to the c-axis. Thermal 

diffusivity values were measured for the temperature range 

from 100 K to 273 K by Sakazume and Seki (1978) using 

Krisher's method. 

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SEA ICE 

General Characteristics of Sea Ice 

Compared with freshwater ice, whose physical properties are 

rather well defined, sea ice is a relatively complex substance 

whose transformation to a completely solid mixture of pure ice 

and solid salts is attained only at such extremely low tempera

tures that they are rarely encountered in nature. When sea water 

is cooled to its freezing point, pure ice crystals form, and as 

freezing progresses, pockets of brine are cut off so that the sea 

ice is composed of pure ice, brine, solid salt crystals, and air 

bubbles. The equilibrium salt concentration of the brine trapped 

within the ice depends upon its temperature. The variation of 

brine concentration depends on the ice temperature; it is con

centrated when more ice crystals form from the brine and it is 

diluted when more pure ice is melted. Thus precise measure

ments of the thermophysical properties of sea ice always en

counter considerable difficulties. Because of this strong 

dependence on temperature, salinity and age, it is, in fact, more 

reliable to use theoretical values derived from a variety of devel

oped models. 

Thermal Conductivity of Sea Ice 

The thermal conductivity of sea ice A.si is strongly dependent 

on its composition. Anderson (1958), Langleben (1960), 

Schwerdtfeger (1963b), and Horjen (1987) have proposed ther

mal conductivity models for sea ice. Anderson was the frrst to 

consider the effect of the geometry of the trapped brine on bulk 

thermal conductivity. He assumed brine pockets to be spherical. 

This assumption may have a greater validity at lower tempera

tures, at which the small amount of brine entrapped plays a less 

significant role. Langleben assumed the sea ice to consist of 

pure ice enclosing vertical cylinders of brine that are nearly 

elliptical in cross section and whose lengths, especially at high 

temperatures, are large compared with their average diameters. 

For an accreted ice layer, Horjen adopted a model consisting of 

horizontal and vertical channels that have rectangular cross 

sections. Based on Maxwell's principle and assuming sea ice to 

be consisting of uniformly and randomly distributed spherical 

air bubbles, Schwerdtfeger suggested that the thermal conduc

tivity of the bubbly ice is: 

(19) 

where Va is the fractional volume of air per unit volume of sea 

ice. 

If the sea ice consists of parallel configurations of bubbly 

pure ice and enclosed brine, then the thermal conductivity of sea 

ice is: 

(20) 

where A.b is the thermal conductivity of the brine, which is 

strongly dependent on the concentration and to a lesser extent 

on temperature. Based on the data provided by Lange and 

Forker (1952), A.b can be expressed by: 

~ = 0.4184 (1.25 + 0.0309 + 0.0001492 ) (21) 

With A.b calculated from Eq. (21), and taking A.i =2.09 Wm-1 

K 1
, Eq. (20) is used to calculate A.si and the result is shown in 

Figure 13. All curves (for all densities and salinities) exhibited 

asymptotic behavior. At lower temperatures, the thermal con

ductivity of lower-salinity sea ice is equal to the value of fresh

water ice. 

In general, very few experimental data on the thermal con

ductivity of sea ice, A.si• have been reported. The most recent and 

comprehensive work on A.si as a function of temperature and the 

effect of salinity on A.si was reported by Fukusako (1990). The 

variation of A.si with temperature was represented by: 

\i = u6 (1.94- 9.07 x lo-2e+ 3.37 x w-5e2 > (22) 

for 9 ranging from -too· to -25·c. The variation of A.si with 

salinity at a much lower temperature range is shown in Fig-
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ure 14. This figure shows that the fractional salt content within 

sea ice may cause a decrease of the thennal conductivity com

pared with that of pure ice. However, at lower temperatures, the 

effect of salinity on ')..si may become smaller since the sea ice is 

then composed of pure ice and solid salts. 
1.8 

Specific Heat of Sea Ice 

The specific heat of sea ice is the total heat required to raise 

the sea ice constituents to a unit temperature and the heat asso
Psi 

(M9/m3) 

ciated with phase change. The inclusion of the heat of fusion 	 --0.850 
"---- 0.875leads to the abnonnally large specific heat of sea ice. --0.900 

From the phase diagram of sea water proposed by Assur -·- 0.925 

(1960), based on the results of Nelson and Thompson (1954), 

and for temperatures higher than -8.2 ·c. there is no significant 

substitution of ions in the ice lattice; thus, the brine in the 1.2 L---'---'---'----''----''----''---'---'_..... 
0 -2 -4 -6 -8 

interior cells has the same salt composition as that in the sea 8 (•C) 

water. No precipitation of salt occurs in this temperature range. 
Figure 13. Effective thermal conductivity ofStill iee as a function ofBetween -8.2" and 22.9"C, continuous precipitation ofNazS04 temperature for various salinities and densities. 

• 10 HzO takes place. At -22.9"C, another hydrate starts to 

precipitate. 

Fore > -8.2"C, the specific heat thus depends on the 

relative extent of the phase change and the specific heat 0 Sakazume and Seki [56] 
<I Uratov [58]of pure ice and the salt solution. Based on the data 4 
<D Ono [57] 9 =-2 --5"C

quoted by Lange and Forker (1952), the effect of heat of 
• Schwerdtfeger [54] 9 = -5.5 •c 

crystallization (or dilution) can be neglected. Pounder 
I 0(1965) and Schwerdtfeger (1963b) both presented the 
x:: f........___ 	 o o 9=- ao·c o 


specific heat of sea ice as: 	 13- ~o------~--------· 
:;: 0 

0 	
J&~0_________o______, ___~~----_4o_•_cij 

(23) 
~Vi2~ 

() 0 	 - 10"C0 
in which a is the coefficient of the relation between 0 0<D <D 
fractional salt content of the brine s (in grams of salt per <D <D 

gram of water) and the temperature e, cr is the salinity 

of sea ice (in grams of salt per gram of sea ice) and Cw 

and Ci are the specific heat of water and pure ice, 

respectively. Using a somewhat different approach, 

Ono (1966) developed the following expression: 

Figure 14. Effect ofsalinity on thermal conductivity ofsea ice at much lower 
temperature (Fukusako, 1990). 

csi = 2.114+0.00759+ 

cr 	 (24)
180522- 3.35cr + 0.84 ere a 
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Figur111S. 	 Volumfltric hflllt captJCity of Ifill iefl (Fukusako, 1990). 

where c,j is kJ kg"1 and eis in ·c. 
For temperatures between -8.2• and -22.9•c, a continuous 

deposition of N~S04•10 ~0 occurs. If the rate of deposition 
with temperature is linear, then the quantity of salt precipitation 

at any temperature can be calculated by extrapolating from the 

initial section of the curve (i.e., from the region o· to -8.2.C). 

Schwerdtfeger and Pounder (1962) derived the Csi expression 

as: 

(J (J 
C · = - - 2L1+-(C -c.)+ (1- cr)C.

Sl ae aaw I I 

(25) 
- cra'(~ 8.2) [~C;- (1 + ~)Ch] 

in which a' is coefficient of the expressions p =a'(9+8.2), ~ is 

the mass ratio of 10 ~0 to N~S04 in a unit mass of sea ice, 

and Ch is specific heat of the hydrate. 

Figure 15 shows the most recent and extensive work on 

volumetric heat capacity of sea ice (Fukusako, 1990). At lower 
temperatures, the heat capacity seems to be about 4% to 6% 

higher than pure ice, which is believed due to the solid salt 

deposition. At temperatures higher than -23·c, the heat capacity 

increases sharply with temperature as expected from Eq. (23). 

0 
0.1 

-I -2 -4 -6 -8 

8 (~) 

Figuf'fl 16. 	 Thflmull diflusivity of Ifill ieu1function 
ofltlmJifll'tllllf'fl (thfl 111/flcl ofdnuity on 
U.for a gi'l'fln MUidty is insignijicant). 

Thermal Diffusivity of Sea Ice 

Thermal diffusivity is the most directly observable thermal 

property, as it is directly related to temperature change in the 

medium. Thermal diffusivity at a higher temperatures was cal

culated by Ono (1968). Experimental values of asi for lower 

temperatures were reported by Sakazume and Seki (1980). C,;. 

psi and J...si are monotonic functions of temperature, and as 

temperature increases, Csi and Psi also increase but 'A9 ; de

creases. Figure 16 is a log-log plot for asi vs eusing salinity as 

a parameter. 

Density of Sea Ice 

Density of sea ice, p si• is in general a function of salinity of 

sea ice, CJ, the temperature and the fractional volume of air, V
8

• 

An expression of: 

4.51 (J)
Psi = (I-Va) 1--- 0.917 (26)

( 9 
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can be derived for sea ice tempemture >-8.2·c. Both Schwerdt

feger (1963b) and more recently Cox and Weeks (1983) studied 

in detail the problem of sea ice density. According to Cox and 

Weeks the sea ice density Psi (kg m-3
) can be represented by: 

p . = {1 - v )[...!_- _aF-=z'--(1)_] (27) 
Sl a Pi Fl (1) 

where the function F 1(T) and F2(T) are expressed as: 

(28) 

and 

(29) 

where Pb is the brine density, Sb is the salinity of the brine, Bis 
the mtio of the mass salt in the brine to the mass salt in the solid 

salts, "( is the mtio of the mass solid salts to the mass of the 

brine, and Pss is the avemge salt density. 

Latent Heat of Fusion of Sea Ice 

As sea ice has no fixed tempemture for phase tmnsition, the 

heat of fusion Lsi of sea ice is the amount of heat required to 

melt a mass unit of sea ice of salinity a and at temperature e. 
However, in the tempemture range o·c ~ 9 ~ -8.2·c, the value 

of Lsi can be obtained by integmting the specific heat equation 
by Ono (1966) and can be expressed as: 

Lsi = 4.187 [79.68- 0.5059-27.3 0' 
(30)

+4311.5 ~ + 0.80'9 - 0.00991 

where Lsi is in kJ kg-1 and 9 is in degrees Celsius. 

Thermal Expansion of Sea Ice 

Almost no data were available until the extensive results 
reported by Cox (1983) who concluded that the sea ice coeffi

cient of expansion was equal to that of pure freshwater ice. 

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FROST 

Characteristics of Frost and Its Formation 

Frost deposition is a common phenomenon in cryogenic 

industries, aerospace technology and meteorology. The detri

mental effect on heat exchange performance is a problem of 

considerable importance due to an increasing demand for more 

efficient refrigemtion and air-source heat-pump systems. Aoki 

et al. (1991) classified frost formation according to geometries 
of the frost surface as well as the aerodynamic state of air; either 

under forced or natural convection. Hanaghy and Barber (1987) 

compiled a chronological account of the research activities on 

frost from 1930 to 1980 and reported an extensive general 

review on the principles of frost formation and its variation of 

physical properties with thickness, density and other factors. 

Hayashi et al. (1977) were the first to report the existence of 

three distinct growth period~rystal growth, frost layer 
growth and frost layer full growth-and four types of frost 
formation. 

In the crystal growth period, at the onset, a thin frost layer 
covers the cryosurface and is followed by crystal generation on 

the thin film and growth in a predominantly vertical direction. It 
finally creates a frost cover with irregular columns dispersed in 

the relatively motionless air. Saito et al. (1985), Tokum et al. 
(1983) and Seki et al. (1984) suggested the thin frost layer was 

formed due to the freezing of supercooled water droplets. 

The most distinctive feature in the frost layer growth period 

is the three-dimensional growth of bmnches that lead to in

creased frost density and the formation of more uniform mesh 

structure added by internal vapor diffusion. 

During the frost layer full growth period, Aoki et al. (1991) 
reported that after the frost surface reaches a tempemture of 

o·c, water vapor will no longer crystallize on the surface but 
forms water drops and finally permeates into the underlying 

supercooled frost layer to form an ice layer. The ice layer causes 

an increase in frost density, which in tum increases the thermal 

conductivity and thus resumes crystallization in a cyclic man
ner. 

Hayashi and Aoki (1977) have indicated the most significant 
pammeter influencing frost formation and have classified the 

frost formulation into four essential types as indicated in Fig
ure 17. The main chamcteristic is that the frost density is pro

gressively increasing from type A to D. The less rough (surface) 

and more dense frost structure are usually found for warmer 

cold surfaces and lower humidity differences. Air velocity has 

no direct effect on the frost formation types, which are largely 
dependent on the number of frost columns initially formed. 
However, high air velocity usually creates a denser frost struc-
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Figure 18. Variation offrost thickness with time (Aoki et aL, 1991). 
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Physical Properties of 

Frost Layer 

Frost Thickness 

Frost properties are 
(TYPE D) clearly related to the 

D -I 
structure of the frost 

layer and are especially 
0 -S -10 -15 -20 related to the frost for

t 5 ( •c) 
mation processes and 

frost type. In general, 

frost thickness in

creases rapidly at the 

beginning due to the 

linear growth of frost 

columns and is followed by a lower rate of increase due to 
multidimensional growth (see Aoki et al., 1991). Figure 18 

shows the typical variation of frost thickness with time. It 

can be seen that the low surface temperature has a much 

more pronounced effect on the increase of frost thickness. 

On the other hand, the influence of air velocity is not so 

defmitive. Hosoda and Uzahashi (1967), Abdel-Wahed et 

al. (1984) and Schulte and Howell (1982) have found the 

frost thickness to increase as the air velocity increased, but 

Biguria and Wenzel (1970), Trammel et al. (1968) and 

Kamei et al. (1952) reported the opposite effect. Yonko and 
Sepsy (1967) and Schneider (1978) indicated that air veloc

ity has only a slight effect on frost thickness. These diverse 
150 

results are definitely related to a wide range of experimental 

conditions, such as the level of cryosurface temperature and 

the degree of air saturation. Hayashi et al. (1976), Schneider 

(1972), and Gatchilov and Ivanova (1979) have derived 

empirical correlations for frost thickness as functions of 

time, temperature, air velocity, and humidity. 
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Figure 19. 	 General trend ofaverage frost denrity and frost layer 
thickness (Harraghy and Barber, 1987). 

Frost Layer Density 

It has been noted that the starting condition for cooling 

would have a significant effect on the early density change 

within the frost layer. Sanders (1972) reported that the average 

frost density variation within the layer thickness has a parabolic 

character if the cooling surface is insulated from humid air until 

it has reached operating temperature. On the other hand, when 

the cooling surface is exposed during the period of cooling to 

the operating temperature, condensation would occur first and 

then it would freeze into a compacted ice layer. 

Figure 19 shows the general trend of frost density variation 

with frost thickness. At first, the frost layer has the density of 

compact ice-like frost formed by the frozen condensate and 

followed by reduction of average density as porous frost forms 

on the compact-ice layer. The frost density is further increased 

with the effect of internal vapor diffusion caused by the tem

perature gradient. Figure 20 shows the variation of frost density 

with time using air velocity, low surface temperature (tempera

ture of depositing surface) as well as frost types as parameters. 

The figure clearly indicates that for a given velocity with the 

same air bulk humidity, frost type and higher cold surface 

temperature consistently form lower frost density. 

Without considering the compact ice layer, there is no con

crete evidence to ascertain whether there is any significant spa

tial variation in frost density. Reid et al. (1966), Schneider 

(1978), Trammel et al. (1968), and Chung and Algren (1958) 

reported frost density to increase linearly in the direction of the 

cold surface. However, in the case of a cold surface maintained 

ts r•c J -18.6 ·5.1 

voo 2 t•/st 
4 --o -•··-·6 -o ....... 

type B D 

0 100 200 300 400 

Figure 20. 	 Variation offrost density with time (Aoki et aL, 1991). 

at liquid-nitrogen temperature, White and Cremers (1974) ob

served no noticeable spatial density variation. 

Most investigators concluded that for a given supersatura

tion, a decrease in cooling surface temperature will result in a 

lower frost density. The effect of increasing velocity usually 

results in an increase in frost density due to the increase of frost 

column population over the cooling surface without the altera

tion of frost shape (see Hayashi et al., 1976). Sanders (1972) 

indicated, however, for frost thickness < 2 mm, an increase in 

velocity will reduce the frost density and increase it for greater 

frost thickness. The effect of humidity is also not conclusive, 

though Sanders and Biguria and Wenzel (1970) have reported a 

reduction in frost density as humidity level is increased. Tram

mel et al. (1968) presented frost density profiles taking into 

account the effect of cold plate cover (during cooling to the 

operating temperature) as well as specific humidity and wind 

velocity. Empirical expressions were derived only for predict

ing the top and lower frost layer densities. Biguria and Wenzel 

and Hosoda and Uzahashi (1967) presented an empirical ex

pression relating the average frost density as functions of cold 

surface temperature, air humidity and velocity and frost surface 

temperature. However, this correlation is rather complex and is 

not highly practical. 
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Frost Layer Thermal Conductivity 

Thermal conductivity of frost is in most instances con

sidered to be identical to that of snow, since both frost and 

snow are essentially collections of ice crystals even though 

the process involved in the formation of frost and snow -may be quite different. In a recent review paper, Hanaghy Heat flux q1 
and Barber (1987) summarized empirical expressions re
lating effective thermal conductivity of frost to its density 

in which many of the expressions were developed for 
snow with the exception of the work by Yonko and Sepsy 

(1967) and Prins (1956). Theoretical models developed for 

predicting thermal conductivity of porous media (as well Figure 21. 

as snow) with assumptions regarding the porous media 
structure were presented. Both Biguria and Wenzel (1970) 

and Brian et al. (1970) developed correlations based on their 
experimental data for predicting frost thermal conductivity in 

terms of frost density, air velocity, humidity, cold-surface tem
perature, experimental duration, and the interaction effect of the 

product of two independent variables. However, these expres
sions are considered to be too complex and are not practical. 

The most comprehensive and basic studies on heat and mass 

transfer within a frost layer was reported by Auracher (1987). 

He considered four major heat transfer mechanisms--rndiation, 

vapor diffusion, free convection, and conduction. Based on 
order of magnitude analysis and using the criterion developed 
by Lapwood (1948) and Fournier and Klarsfeld (1974), he 
concluded that the effect of natural convection may occur only 

under extreme system conditions and thus in real situations the 

contributions of free convective heat transfer can be neglected. 

By assuming a linear temperature between the opposite surfaces 

of the pore space and under the conditions of T1 .. T2 "' Tm and 

Tm =(T1 + T2)/2, the contribution from radiation to thermal 
conductivity was derived as: 

(31) 

where b is gap width of the pore space, e is the emissivity, Pi is 

the ice density, and T m is the ice melting point; crR is the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant. With b =5 x 10-4m, Tm =273 K 

ICe 

-+--- a1r. 
woter 
vapor 

~ 

(1-c2) c2 

f Heat flux q2 

Directions ofheat conduction: series and parallel in a mixed model 

(Auracher, 1987). 


pi= 958-0.151" (32) 

for 233 K ~ T ~ 273 K; and 

Pi= 946.3-0.lT (33) 

forT< 233 K, the upper limit A.R contribution to \u(effective 

frost thermal conductivity) is merely about 2% for p1 =100 kg 

m-3 (the higher the frost density the lesser the contribution). 

Therefore, for practical purposes, the effect of radiation transfer 

can be neglected, and thus the value of A.elf can be written as a 
linear sum of: 

(34) 

where 'AcD is the thermal conductivity due to molecular conduc
tion through ice-matrix and pore spaces. Based on a mixed frost 
structure model (see Fig. 21), Auracher (1987) proposed two 
major directions for heat conduction, series and parallel, and he 

found the heat conduction in the series mode fitted his data best. 

Therefore 'AcD is replaced by 'AcDJ and expressed as: 

(35) 

where C1 is derived from experimental data and can be ex

pressed as: 

and Pi calculated from: C1 = 0.042 +0.42(0.995)Pt (36) 
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which decreases as p1increases, indicating that 

the perpendicularly oriented fraction decreases 

as a frost density increases. A.s and A.P are 

evaluated respectively by 

and 

Since the thennal conductivity of an air-va

por mixture is not significantly different from 

the air, the value ofA. is computed from: 
0 

The value of A.i is evaluated from the fol

lowing expressions: 

A.i = 4.3 -	 75 x w-4r (40) 

for 253 K ~ T ~ 273 K; 

A.i = 6.2 -	 15 x w-3r (41) 

for 213 K ~ T ~ 253 K; and 

(42) 

forT< 213 K. 

Thennal conductivity due to vapor diffu

sion, A.v, is derived as (see Auracher, 1987) 

(43) 

2 4 
o Own measurements (see Fig. 5) 90°('''' 
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Figure22. 	 Variation ofthermtJl conductivity due to conduction AcD with frost density 
(Aumcher, 1987). 

Figure 22 shows the thennal conductivity of frost due to 

conduction for the entire range of possible frost densities. The 

effect of temperature at low density range is in agreement with 

the reported values of Brian et al. (1969) and Pitman and Zuck

erman (1967). For densities less than <100 kg mm-3
, the results 

of Hayashi et al. (1977) are recommended. The temperature 

where C = 1.958 X 10 -9 kg m-l K-1, C = 0.58, C3 = 24.02 and dependence of A.cv is reversed for p1 of approximately 
0 

C4 = 6145 K,P = 105 Nm-2
, and T =273.15 K. 	 700 kg m-3 because the value of A.i increases with decreasing 

0 	 0 
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Figure23. 	 EJ!ectille thermal co1Ulucti11ity, 'J...g, offrost as functions of 
frost density (Auracher, 1987). 
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temperature. The effective thennal conductivity of frost. A,elfas 

function of frost density and temperature is computed from 
3Eqs. (35) and (41) for p1 up to 500 kg m· , as shown in Fig

ure 23. As can be seen, the temperature dependence becomes 
less significant as temperature decreases. 

By considering that the frost layer consists of two parallel 

columns of ice and ice-air composite and letting a.ice be the 

fraction of the area occupied by the ice column, Aoki et al. 
(1991) compared the model prediction with their experimental 

data as shown in Figure 24. It is clearly seen that the effect of 

thennal conductivity of the frost cannot be expressed solely as a 

function of frost density, since for a given Pt there is a range of 

A,elf values. They believed this discrepancy was caused by not 

considering the effect of air turbulence in the development of 

models. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A comprehensive review on the thennophysical properties of 

snow, ice, sea ice, and frost has been presented. The available 

data for thennal conductivity, specific heat, latent heat of fu

sion, the thennal expansion coefficient, compressibility of ice, 

and density of ice are shown 

model 
either graphically for practical 

use or presented in empirical ex
pressions based on regression 

aice· analysis. The data for snow, sea 

0.082 ice and frost show a much wider 
0.064 scatter than those of freshwater 

ice. These variations are mostly 
caused by the strong dependence 

of the internal structure and com
position on the age and tempera
ture. All the thennal properties of 

sea ice were demonstrated to be 
functions of both salinity and 

temperature. The temperature de
pendence of the thennal proper

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 ties of snow and frost is found to 

be only a weak function at higher 

Figure 24. Rellltionship between thermal co1Uluctillity a1Ulfrost density (Aoki et aL, 1991). 
densities and of significance for 
low density snow and frost at 

temperatures near 273 K. It 

should be noted that the specific 
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heat of sea ice is, in general, much greater than that of pure ice, 
especially when temperature reaches the fusion temperature of 
normal ice. 
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BACK OF THE BOOK 


• CONFERENCES 

January 26-28, 1993-1993 Annual 
Reliability and Maintainability 
Symposium-Atlanta, GA 

Contact: John R English, University of 
Arkansas, Dept of Industrial Engineering, 
Bell Engineering Center, 4207, Fayet
teville, AR 72701; tel. (501) 575-5857. 

March 22-26, 1993-28th Annual 
Alaska Surveying and Mapping 
Conference-Anchorage, AK 
Contact: Alaska Surveying and Mapping 
Conference, PO Box 103294, Anchorage, 
AK 99510; tel. (907) 271-5606. 

June 8-10, 1993-SOth Anniversary 
Meeting of the Eastern Snow 
Conference-Quebec City, Canada 

Contact: Derrill Cowing, U.S. Geological 
Survey, Water Resources Division, 26 
Ganneston Drive, Augusta, ME 04330; 
tel. (207) 622-8201, fax (207) 622-8204. 

September 7-10, 1993-The Practical 
Approach to Hazardous Substances 
Accidents-St. John, NB, Canada 
Contact: MIAC, 265 Carling Avenue, 
Suite 600, Ottawa, ON K1S 2E1 Canada; 
tel. (613) 232-4435, fax (613) 232-4915. 

• CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 

October 23-28, 1993-2nd International 
Design for Extreme Environments 
Assembly-Montreal, PQ, Canada 

Deadline: February 15, 1993 


Contact: IDEEA Two, Center for North

em Studies and Research, Burnside Hall, 

Suite 720, McGill University, 805 Sher

brooke Street West, Montreal, PQ, H3A 

2K6, Canada; tel. (514) 398-6052, fax 

(514) 398-8364. 

July 17-21, 1994-4th International 
Conference on the Bearing Capacity or 
Roads and Airfields-Minneapolis, MN 
Deadline: April1, 1992 


Contact: Lori Graven, BCRA '94, Profes

sional Development and Conference Serv

ices, Continuing Education and Extension, 

338 Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Drive 

S.E., University of Minnesota 55455
9023; tel. (612) 625-9023, fax (612) 626
1632. 


• NOTED 

Eagle Nests Spotted 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service biologists 
discovered 38 new bald eagle nests this 
summer during tree-top helicopter flights 
along the shores of Kachemak Bay in 
Southcentral Alaska. 

Biologists located a total of 47 active nests 
as they checked the number of eagles and 
the condition of nests in the first compre
hensive nest survey in the Kachemak 
Bay/Fox River Flats critical habitat areas. 
The 38 new nests may be homes for estab
lished nesting pairs, or they may be homes 

for new nesting pairs. Eagles mate for life 
and may live more than 20 years. They 
occasionally build new nests or move to 
new nesting areas. 

The survey was a part of federal-state-bor
ough planning for critical fish and wildlife 
habitat in resource-rich Kachemak Bay. 
The bay provides homes for marine mam
mals, birds, fish, and shellfish. 

***** 

1993-94 Duck Stamp 
Wildlife artist Bruce Miller of Mound, 
MN, capped off a banner year by winning 
the 42nd Annual Federal Duck Stamp 
Contest with a design featuring a pair of 
canvasback ducks. Miller's painting will 
be featured on the 1993-94 Federal Duck 
Stamp. Money from the sale of the stamp 
is used to purchase and protect vital wet
lands for waterfowl and numerous other 
wildlife species. 

A professional artist and avid outdoors
man, Miller has received a number of hon
ors this year, including being named artist 
of the year by the Michigan Wildlife Habi
tat Foundation and artist of the year at the 
Wildlife and Western Art Show in Min
neapolis, MN. He also won the 1993 Min
nesota Pheasant Habitat Stamp Contest 

Miller's design was one of 629 in this 

. year's contest The artists who finished in 

second and third place were both previous 

winners. 

The current 1992 Duck Stamp is on sale at 
most U.S. Post Offices and some national 
wildlife refuges across the country. Duck 
Stamps also can be used as passes for ad
mission to National Wildlife Refuges re
quiring an entrance fee. 
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